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The Teachers Creed 
believe in boys and girls, the men and women of a 
great tomorrow; that whatsoever the boy soweth the 
man shall reap. I believe in the curse of ignorance, 
the efficiency of schools, in the dignity of teaching, 
and in the joy of serving others. I believe in wisdom 
as revealed in human lives as well as in the pages of a 
printed book, in lessons taught, not so much by pre-
cept as by example, in ability to work with the 
hands as well as to think with the head, in everything 
that makes life large and lovely. I believe in beauty 
in the school r_oom, in the home, in daily life, and out-
of-doors. I believe in laughter, in love, in faith, in all 
ideals and hopes that lure us on. I believe that every 
hour of every day we receive a just re¥.(ard for all we 
do. I believe in the present and its opportunities, in the 
future and its promises, and 'in the divine joy of living. 
EDWIN OSGOOD GROVER 
Minnesota State Teachers College Board 
EDWIN J. JONES, President . -
JAMES M. McCONNELL, State Commissioner of 
Education, Secretary Ex-Ojf icio 
STEPHEN H: SOMSEN, Resident Director -
ISAAC N. TOMPKINS, Resident Direclor 
CHARLES D. SCHWAB, Resident Director 
0. J. HAGEN, Resident Director -
HARRY C. STRONG, Resident Director 
ARTHUR P. WHITE, Resident Director -










Members of the State Teachers College Board · are appointed by the 
Governor for a term of four years. 
Calendar for 1924-1925 
Summer Session 
Session begins_ 
Session ends ____ _ _ 
Term begins __ 
Term ends ____ _ 
Term begins ___ _ 
Christmas vacation begins ___ ____ _ 
Class work resumed _____________ __ _ 
Term ends __ _ 
Fall Term 
___ Wednesday, June 11, 1924 
_ Wednesday, July 23, 1924 
__ Tuesday, September 2, 1924 
_ __ _ Wednesday, November 26, 1924 
Winter Term 
_ ___ __ _________________ _____ ___ __ Tuesday, December 2, 1924 
----- ·-- -·-- -------- ___ Friday, December 19, 1924 
_ ___ __ ___ ____ ________ _ Tuesday, January 6, 1925 
_ -------------·---·-------·-- ···- ·--· ... .. . Friday, March 6, 1925 
Spring Term 
Term begins _____ _______________ __ __ __ ---- -------------- ---·---- --- ·-- ____ Monday, March 9, 1925 
Easter vacation begins __ _______ ---- ·------ ·---- _ Friday, April 3, 1925 
Class work resumed .... -·-- ······--- __ , ________ __ Tuesday, April 14, 1925 
Term ends ... -· ·--- -- --- __ Thursday, June 4, 1925 
Faculty 
JOSEPH CLIFTON BROWN __ ________ ___ _ _ _ ____ President 
Training: A. B., Hanover College; A. M., Teachers College, Columbia Univ.; Graduate 
Student, Univ- of Chicago and Columbia. 
Experience: Teacher in high schools and Supedntendent of Schools, Indiana; Mathematics 
Department, Eastern Illinois State Normal School, Charleston; Supervisor of Mathe-
matics, Horace Mann Schools, New York City; Teacher of Mathematics, Summer 
School, Teachers College. Columbia U.; Director of Training School for Teachers, Univ. 
of Illinois; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1916-
/ . 
JOHN E. TALBOT ____________________ ___ _______ _______ ___ ______ ___ Director of Training Department 
Training: A. B., Nebraska Wesleyan University; A. M., Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity; Graduate Student, University of Nebraska, University of Chicago, and Col-
umbia University. 
Experience: Teacher in rural schools, grades, and high schools, and ·superintendent of Schools 
Nebraska; Assistant Superintendent of United -states Government Schools, Canal 
Zone, Panama; Director of rraining Department, State Normal College, Bowling 
Green, Ohio; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1921-
ELSP A M. DOPP __ ____ ____ ________ _________ ___ _____ _____ ____ ___ ___ _______ ______ _____ ____________ __ _ Literature 
Training: Normal School, Oshkosh, Wis.; M. L., Univ. of Mich.; Graduate Student, Univ. 
of Chicago. 
Experience: Rural Schools of Wisconsin; Teacher in High School, New Lisbon, Prairie du 
Chien, and Manitowoc, Wis., State Teachers College St. Cloud, 1896--
BEULAH DOUGLAS __ _ ___ ... Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, Milwaukee Kindergarten Training School; Student Univ. of Minn., 
Univ. of Chicago, Teachers College, Columbia Univ_ 
Experience: Kindergarten Director, Milwaukee; Primary Teacher, Minneapolis: Principal 
nf Milwaukee Vacation School; Instructor, summer session, Univ. of Minn.; s.tate 
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1902-
GEORGE H. LYNCH _________ ____ __ Physical Education 
Training: Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; Student, Harvard Summer Schools. 
Experience: S~ate Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1903-
PAPE L. QUAYLE. __ _____ __ _____ ___ Psychology 
Training: 'A. B., Univ. of California; Graduate Student, Univ. of Chicago. 
Experience: Grade Teacher, Moberly, Mo.; Department of English, State Normal School , 
Warrensburg, Mo. ; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1903-
ALBERTINA C. ANDERSON _____ _ __ __ Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, State T eachers Col1ege, St. Cloud; Student, Univ. of Minn., and Teachers 
College, Columbia University. 
Experience: Teacher and Grade Principal, St. Cloud, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. 
Cloud, 1905-
JULIA E. BOO['H_ __ _ _ ______ ____ _____ ____ ___ ______ __ Literature 
Training: B. S., Teachers College, Columbia Univ. ; Graduate Student, Univ. of Chicago. 
Experience: Teacher and Principal of High School, M3rshall, Minn.; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1905-
BLANCHE E. ATKINS ____ _ __ __ Primary and Intermediate Methods 
Training: Graduate,' State Teachers College, St. Cloud; Student, Univ. of Minn.; Ph. B., 
Hamlin Univ. ; Student, Teachers College, Columbia Univ. 
Experience: Teacher in Grades and Vacation Schools, Minneapolis; Instructor, Univ. of 
Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1906-
EVALIN PRIBBLE. _______ __ _______________________________ ·-· _________ __ _____ English 
Training: Gt aduate, Teachers College, Winona; B. S., Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity. 
Experience: Grade Schools of Sauk Centre and Anoka, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. 
Cloud, 1906-
LEONARD A. WILLIAMS __ _____ ___ ____ ______ Industrial Arts 
Training: Student, New York Univ.; Student, New York School of Fine and Applied Arts. 
Experience : Draftsman and Designer, Dixon, Ill.: Experimental Department Machinist 
and Shop Foreman, Dixon, Ill.; Director of Manual Arts, Dixon, Ill.; State Teachers 
College, St. Cloud, 1907-
CARRIE E. MINICff .... . . . .... ....... Art and Drawing 
Training: Student, Art Institute, Chicago; Academy of Fine Arts and Prang School, Chicago; 
Special Student, Design Art Institute, Chicago; Applied Arts School,-New York City; Student 
Univ. of Chicago. 
Experience : Studio Teachir.g, Paola, Kan.; Supervisor of Drawing, Brainerd, Minn., and 
Billings, Mont. ; St.ate Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1908-
DARIUS STEW ARD ..... . .............. American Government and History 
Training: A. B., Dartmouth College. 
Experience: Rural Schools of New England and Minnesota ; Grade Principal, Garden City, 
Mankato, and St. Charles, Minn.; Supt. of Schools, Roch~ter, Minn., Fargo, N. D ., 
a'nd Stillwater, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1908-
CARRIE BARDEN .. ......... ... ....... ..... Composition 
Training: A. B., Upper Iowa Univ. ; 1'. M., Univ. of Michigan. 
Experience: Principal, High School, Waukon, Iowa; English Department, Oshkosh Normal 
School; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1910-
CHARLOTTE M. KNUDSON .. .. . .Rural School Department 
Training: Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; Student, University of Minnesota 
and University of Chicago. 
Experience: Rural Schools of Minn.; Grade Teachet_, Pelican Rapids; Teacher and Grade: 
Principal, St. Cloud, Minn.; County Superintendent, Ottec Tail County, Minn.; In-
structoc summer session, Uni\·. of Minnesota; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1912-
STELLA R. ROOT. . ...... Music 
Training: Ph. R., and Ph. M., Hillsdale College, Michigan; Diploma, American . Institute 
of Normal Methods in Music, Evanston, Ill.; Student, The New England Conservatory 
Boston. Mass.; Walter Spry Music School, Chicago, Illinois. · 
Experience: Supervisor of Music, Jackson, Mich., Springfield, and Peoria, Ill.; Direct.or o[ 
Music, School of Educat ion, Univ. of Chicago; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1913-
CLIFFORD 0. BEMIS ......... . ... Mathematics 
Training: Graduat~, State feachers CQllege, St. Cloud; B. A. University of Minn.; Graduate 
Student, University of Minn. 
Experience: Teacher and Principal, Public Schools, Minnesota ; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1914-1917, 1919-
HELEN HILL .... ... ... . ..... English 
Training: Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; A. B ., Univ. of Minn. ; Graduate 
Student, Teachers College, Columbia Univ.; Univ. of California. 
Experience: English, St. Cloud High School; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1915-
KARL ADAMS .. ... . Physics 
Training: B. S., Ohio Univ. 
Experience: Science Department, Moline, Ill.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1916-
EDIT~ E. H. GRANNIS ... .. . .. Librarian 
Training: Student Hamline Univ.; A. B. Univ. of Wisconsin; Certificate, New York State 
Library School. 
Experience: Assistant Librarian and Summer School Librarian, State Teachers College, 
Mankato ; Librarian, High Schoo!, Buhl, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud 
1917-
ETHEL G. GRAVES ... .. . . .. ... . Geography 
Training: Graduate, State Teachers College, St. C_loud; A. B ., University of Minnesota; 
Student, University of Chicago. 
Experience: Rucal Schools of Minn.; Grade Schools, Warren, Minn.; Teacher in High School, 
Sauk Centre, Minn.; Supervising Principal , fwo Harbors, Minn.; State Teachers 
College, St, Cloud, 1918-
VERA BLIVEN. ........ Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, State Teachers ColiP.ge, St. Cloud; Student, University of Minnesota, 
University of Chicago. 
Experience: Grade Teacher, Fairmont and Chisholm, Minn.; Sttae Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1919-
HELEN R. JACKSON ... .. ..... . ... ... Supervisor in Training Schoo! 
Training: Student, University of Minnesota; Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud. 
Experience: Rural Schools of Minnesota; State Teachers College, St. Cloud 1920-
( 
MAUDE E. GARNETT .. Associate Director of Music 
Training: Graduate~ University Preparatory Schooi, Tonkawa, Okla.; American Institute 
of Norma] Methods, Evanston, Ill. ; Graduate work. American Institute of Normal 
Methods, Evanston, Ill.; Student, American Conservatory of Music, Chicago; McBurney 
Studios, Chicago. 
Experifmce : Supervisor of Music, Tonkawa, Okla.; Appleton, Wis.; Enid, Okla.; Woodstock, 
Ill.; Cedar Falls, la.; Havre, Mont.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1921-
GEORGE W. FRIEDRICH ..... ... ... : .. ..... .. .. ........ Biology 
Training: B. A., Ripon College; Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin; M. S. Univer-
sity of Chicago ; Post-graduate student, University of Chicago. 
Experience: Science, High Schools of Illinois and Wisconsin; Central High School, Superior, 
Wisconsin; Unil'ersity of Chicago High School; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 
1921-
LEWIS G. VANDERVELDE. ........................... History and American Government 
Training: A. B. , A. M., University or Michigan. 
Experience: Rural Schools of Michigan; Teaching Assistant, Univ. of Mich.; History and 
Civics, Culver Military Academy, Pawling School, Pawling, New York, and North-
western High School, Detroit, Mich.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1921-
MAMIE R. MARTIN ................................................................. ... Associate Librarian 
Training: A .' B., Ohio Weslyan University; Certificate, New York State Library School. 
Experience: Teacher in High School, Alma, Wisconsin; Librarian, Emerson High School 
Branch, Gary, Indiana; Cataloger, Public Library, Aurora, Indiana; Librarian, Public 
Library, Clinton, Indiana; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922-
JOHN R. McCRO:~Y . .............. ......................... . . ................. Psychology 
Training : Graduate, State Normal School, Oshkosh, Wisconsin ; B. A., University of Wis-
consin; M. A., University of Wisconsin. 
Experience: Principal and Superintendent, Public Schools, Wisconsin; Exterision Division, 
University of Wisl'onsin; Assistant, School of Education, University of Wisconsin; 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922-
EDITI:l B. cmyiN .. ............... .... ....... . ....... Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, State Teachers College, Winona ; A. B., University of Minnesota; 
Graduate Student, Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Experience: Teacher of Kindergarten, Hibbing, Minn.; Grades, Glencoe and Minneapolis, 
Minn.; Reconstruction Aide in Occupation Therapy, Base Hospital, Camp Pike, Ark. 
and U.S. Army General Hospital, Denver, Colorado; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 
1922-
MABEL A. PAYLL... . ....... . .................. ..... . ....... Supervisor of Cadet Teaching 
Training: Graduate, Iowa State Teachers College; Student, University of Colorado; A. B., 
and A. M., University of Iowa. 
Experience: Teacher in Rural Schools and Grades, Principal of High School, and Superintendent 
of Schools, Iowa ; Research Assistant, College of Education, University of Iowa; Super• 
visor of Grades, Denis~n, Iowa; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922-
LESLIE KENDALL .......... ........ ..................................... Children's Literature 
Trainini: Ph. B., University of Chicago; Student, Iowa State Teachers College; Graduate 
Student, University of Chicago. 
Experience: Grade Teacher, Chicago, Illinois; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922-
NORA J. SWAN .................................... ................ · ........ Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
Experience: Rural Schools of South Dakota; Grade Schools, Iowa; Everett and Seattle, 
Washington, and Minneapoils, Minnesota; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922-
GERTRUDE I. SAMUELS .... .. ......... ........... ... Physical Education 
Training: Graduate, Iowa State Teachers College Education ; Graduate, Highland Park 
College of Music, Des Moines, Iowa. 
Experience: Rural, Polk County, Iowa; Summer-Director of Playground, Van Wert, Ohio; 
Physical Director, Van Wert County, Y. W. C. A.; Teacher of Physical Education, 
Des Moines Public Schools; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922-
LEILA M. ROBINSON .. ... ........ ........ . ................. . . . . . .. Penmanship 
Training: Graduate, Gorham Normal School, Maine; Palmer School of Penmanshipt New 
York City; Student, Hyannis Normal School, Massachusetts; Teachers College, Col-
umbia University. 
Experience: Rural Schools and grades, Maine; Grades and Non-English Speaking Class, 
Attleboro, Massachusetts; Madison Academy, Madison, and grades, South Orange, 
New Jersey; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
LUCY AIKIN .... .. ... Home Economics 
Training: Graduate, Millersville Normal School, Pa.; Drexel Institute, Philadelphia; B . S. 
Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Experience: Grade Teacher, Newtown, Pa.; Friends Central High School, Philadelphia; 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
LESLIE D. ZELENY .................... ...... .. ........ Sociology and School Administration 
Training: B. S., University of Minnesota; A. M., Columbia University; Graduate student, 
University of Minnesota and Columbia University. · 
Experience: Social settlement work, Minneapolis and New York; recreational instructor 
and principal of private vacation school, Minneapolis; Assistant Scout Executive, 
Boy Scouts of America, Minneapolis ; military forces, U . S. · A., 2 years; research 
assistant, University of Minnesota; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
LEILA J. JORGENSEN .. .. Associate in Music 
Training: Bachelor of Music, American Conservatory of Music, Chicago, Illinois. Voice 
student, Karleton Hackett; Piano student, Silvio Scionti; Student, Mt. St. Clare 
College, Clinton, Iowa. 
Experience: Studio and teaching, Delmar and Clinton, Iowa; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1923-
FLORENCE KELLY. .. ................ . . ............... . Reading and Speech 
Training: A. B., University of Michigan. 
Experience: Grade teacher, Ann Arbcr, Mich.; County Normal Cr.itic, Port Huron, Mich.; 
Instructor in English, Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Mich.; State Teachers College, 
.Ypsilanti, Mich. ; ::'tate Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
E. MAY SMITH. ......... .... . .Supervisor in Training School 
Training: A. B., University of Minnesota, Graduate Student, University of Minnesota. 
Experience: Teacher in rural and semi-graded schools, Minnesota; Grade schools, Fairmont, 
Minnesota; Normal Training Supervisor, Montevideo, Minn.; High school and teache!' 
training work, Elkader, Iowa; Supervisor Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar 
Falls, Iowa,; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
ADA BURKE .. . ···-•··Supervisor in Training School 
Training: B. A. , University of Idaho. 
Experience: Student reacher, University of Idaho; High School reacher, Havre, Montana; 
Spokane, Washington ; St. Cioud, Minnesota ; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
AGNES H. KERLIN ........... Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Ph. B., University of Chicago, Chicgao, Ill.; Toledo University, Toledo, O. 
ExperiencP.: Grade Schools and Americanization Teacher, Toledo Public- Schools, Toledo, 0. 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
EDNA B. BRIDGE. ..... ............ Supervisor in Training School 
Training : Graduate, State Normal School, Montcclair, New Jersey; B. S., Teachers College, 
Columbia University. 
Experience: Grade TeachP-r, Newark, N. J . ; State Teachers College, St Cloud, 1923-
JULIA E. NORRIS .. . ........... Supervisor in Training School 
Training: Graduate, State Normal School, Kalamazoo, Michigan; P~. B., University- of 
Chicago. 
Experience: Teacher in rural schools, city grades, special teacher of English in upper grades; 
Critic, State Normal College, Emporia, Kansas; Critic, State Normal College, Dillon, 
Montana; State Te2chcr3 College, St. Cloud, 1923-
Additional Faculty Members, Summer Session, 1923 
E. B. Bergquist, Superintendent, Little Falls, Minn. 
Anna Brezler, Normal Training Department, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Bessie Cambell, Grade Teacher, St. Cloud, Minn. 
Elizabeth Clark, Principal, High School, St. Cloud, Minn. 
,.-James Clark, Superintendent, Elk River, Minn. 
W. C. Cobb, Superintendent, Brainerd, Minn. 
F. W. Dobbyn, Superintendent, Backus. Minn. 
Elizabeth Guerney, Editor, Wilmington, Delaware 
Agnes Hatch, Normal Training Department, Chisholm, Minn. 
J. E. Marshall, Principal, Central High, St. Paul, Minn. 
C. H. Maxson, Superintendent, Litchfield, Minn. 
Avisia Maybury, Grade Principal, St. Cloud, Minn. 
Alice Jerrard Neely, Teacher, St. Cloud, Minn. 
Robert Ringdahl, Superintendent, Shakopee, Minn. 
Grace Rowell , Teacher, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Herbert Sorenson, Teacher, Minneapolis, Minn. 
P. R. Spencer, Superintendent, St. Cloud, Minn. 
John Williams, Industrial Supervisor, Dixon, Ill. 
Charles D. Schwab .. 
Joseph C. Brown ... 
Gertrude Cambell. 
Myrtle Buckman .. 
Anne Wikeen ........ . 
Eva Foss ...... .. ... ..... . 
Business Officers 
. . .. Resident Director 
. ............... President 
. ....... ............. ... Accountant 
. ......... . Assistant Accountant 
. .................. Secretary 
......... .... .. . ....... Secretary 
..... . Office Assistant Rose Luckemeyer-
Rose Klasen ... ............... . ..... .. .. .. Stenographer 
Ellen Ready. ..... . .. . . ... ...... . . .. . . . .... House Director, Lawrence Hall 
Bertha Sharp ................. ... . ... ..... ... ........ .. ....... .... .... House Director, Shoemaker Hall 
Standing Committees 0£ the Faculty 
Entertainment-
Mr. VanderVelde, Miss Hill, Miss Garnett, Mr. Friedrich. Mr. Talbot. 
'A.thletics-
Mr. Lynch, Miss Samuels, Mr. Adams, Mr. Bemis. 
Social Activities-
Miss Cowin, Miss Samuels, Miss Anderson, Miss Aikin, Miss Bridge, 
Mr. Adams, Mr. McCrory, Mr. Talbot, Mr. Lynch. Mr. Zeleny. 
Student Welfare-
Miss Minich, Mrs. Sharp, Miss Ready, Miss Paul, Miss Pribble, Miss 
Knudson, Miss Graves, Miss Robinson, Mr. McCrory, Mr. Bemis. 
Literary Societies-
Miss Dopp, and faculty advisors of the various societies. 
Publicity-
Mr. Williams, Miss Barden. 
Library-
Miss Quayle, Miss Atkins, Miss Douglas, Miss Booth, Miss Gran:1is. 
ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA 
Establishment and Organization 
of the College 
11 
The St. Cloud State Teachers College was opened in 1869. The college 
js maintained for the purpose of preparing teachers for the public schools. Since 
the college is training teachers, it is essentially a professional institution. 
The State Teachers Colleges of Minnesota are authorized by law to establish 
four-year courses and to grant an appropriate degree. 
The college offers a two-year course for those who have graduated from 
a four-year high school. A three-year course is also offered for high-school 
graduates. The purpose of the three-year course is to prepare students for depart-
mental and junior high-school positions and to prepare special teachers of industrial 
arts and music. Graduates of this course are given the Special Diploma. 
The Training School 
An efficient Teachers College must have adequate training-school facilities. 
Those who are to become teachers should have ample practice in teaching under 
typical school conditions. The training school at St. Cloud, known as Riverview 
School, supplemented by the elementary grades and junior high school of the 
St. Cloud public schools, furnishes unusually good opportunities for student 
teaching. Riverview School consists .of eight grades in addition to the kinder-
garten and is located on the college campus. It is essentially a pedagogical 
laboratory in which the methods of instruction and the pedagogical theories 
taught in the college are applied. The students observe well-trained teachers 
at work and they develop their craftsmanship in teaching by actual experiences 
under normal conditions. The students then teach in the city schools of St. Cloud 
under expert supervision. 
Entrance Requirements 
Two-Year Course 
Graduates of approved four-year high schools are admitted · to this 
course without examination upon presentation of their diplomas and certified 
standings. 
Preferred High-School Work 
The following named high-school subjects are urged as desired prereq-
uisites: English, 4 years; biology (botany or zoology, and physiology), 1 year; 
physical science (physics or chemistry), 1 year; history (modern or ancient), 
1 year. In addition, certain other preliminary subjects are strongly recom-
mended, in the order of preference, as follows: United S~ates history and American 
government, 1 year; a lgebra, . 1 year; geometry, 1 year; language (modern or 
ancient), 2 years; social science, ½ year; drawing, ½ year; music, 1 year; industrial 
subjects, 1 year. 
12 ST A TE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
Graduates of High-School Training Departments 
High-school graduates who have taken the high-school normal-training 
course, as post-graduate work (i. e. as fifth high-school year), may receive twelve 
credits on the advanced course if all members of the normal-training class were 
post-graduates and if they followed graduation.from the normal-training depart-
ment by a year of rural school teaching. Subjects for which credits may be 
substituted shall be determined by the President. 
No advance credit is given in any of the Teachers Colleges of the state 
when the year completed in the high-school training department was a part of 
the four-year high-school course. 
College Graduates 
A minimum of one year's residence is required for graduation from a 
Minnesota Teacher's Colleg;e. 
Three-Year Course 
Holders of the diploma from the three-year courses in industrial arts 
arid music are legalized to teach in junior and in senior high schools. Require-
znfnts for admission to the three-year course are the same as those for the two-
year course. · 
Four-Year Course 
The four-year course leading to a degree will be offered as soon as conditions 
n the state warrant it. 
ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA 
Diplomas and Certificates 
Advanced Diploma 
13 
The advanced diploma of the college legally qualifies its holder for the 
following types of position in Minnesota: 
1. The position of grade teacher in elementary departments of state 
high schools, or in graded or consolidated schools. 
2. The position of graded-school principal, provided a six week's course 
for graded-school principals is taken at the University of Minnesota during the 
summer. 
Special Diploma 
Graduates of the advanced course who complete an additional year of 
study receive the Special Diploma in Elementary Education. 
Such students will be certified to teach in the ninth or tenth grades of 
graded schools or of junior high schools or as special teachers in graded and 
consolidated_ schools. 
First-Class Certificate 
This may be obtained by the completion of one year (12 units) of the two-
year course. A special group of subjects is offered for those who wish to secure 
a first-class certificate. (See page 37 .) 
First-class certificates are issued for two years and will be renewed for 
a period to be fixed by the State Commissioner of Education, on condition that 
the holder thereof shall have completed one term of additional work, such renewal 
to be made on the recommendation of the Teachers College in which the student 
shall have done his work. 
Advanced diplomas issued to graduates of the State Teachers College 
* * * shall be valid as first-class certificates for two years from their date, and 
at the expiration of two years of successful teaching experience such diplomas 
endorsed by the President of the college granting them, and by the State Com-
missioner, shall have the force of first-class certificates for life. 
Elementary diplomas heretofore granted by a State Teachers College are 
valid as first-class certificates for a period of thre.e years from their date, and 
are not renewable; except that any holder of such an elementary diploma may have 
the force and effect thereof, as such first"class certificate, extended for a further 
period of five years. The method of endorsement is the same as stated above. 
Blanks for renewal will be sent to applicants upon request. The appli-
cant should make a complete report of teaching done since graduation, and 
should give the names and addresses of the supervising school authorities under 
whose direction the work was done, and to whom blanks may be sent upon 
• which to give testimonials as to the quality of the service rendered. When 
such testimonials have been received, if they are approved by the President, 
a certificate of endorsement will be sent to the applicant. A fee of one dollar is 
charged. 
14 ST A TE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
Admission to the University of Minnesota 
Graduates of the two-year course are admitted as juniors to the College 
of Education of the University of Minnesota. 
General Information 
The graduates of the St. Cloud Teachers College number more than 4600. 
The college is the largest of the Minnesota State Teachers Colleges and 
the demand for the graduates is large. Graduates of the college now hold some 
of the important educational positions of t~e country, and the alumni are found 
in every state. 
St. Cloud has a population of about 20,000. It is centrally located and 
is on the main lines of the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific Railways. 
Several bus lines are in operation connecting St. Cloud with many of the 
cities and towns of centrai Minnesota. . ' 
Students who are entering the college for the first time should bring 
with them high school credits, diplomas, and such certificates as they may have 
from the High School Board, and state teachers' certificates. These standings 
should be presented at the office of the registrar the first day of the· term, 
The college offers a program of studies which prepares teachers for graded 
and ungraded schools ranging from the kindergarten through the eighth grade and 
junior high school and, under special conditions, for high-school work. Qur-
riculums for the special preparation of teachers of drawing and industrial arts, 
music, rural education, and of supervisors and departmental teachers _in certain 
subjects are maintained. 
There are five daily sessions each week. 
Evening study hours are observed, except at week-ends. 
The strict observance of the study period is of great importance. 
The college maintains unusually high scholastic standards and special 
attention is given to the development of proper study habits. 
Library and Reading Room 
The library is conveniently and pleasantly located on the first floor of 
the Library Building. The view of the Mississippi and the country adjoining, 
which may be seen from these rooms-, is most interesting. 
The number of volumes in the library is about nineteen thousand. The 
collection includes the standard books of the teaching profession, about one 
hundred of the leading general and educational periodicals, and file of newspapers. 
There is also a useful file of bound magazines. Government documents are another 
valuable feature of the collection. Forty-eight hundred mounted pictures and 
much unmounted picture material supplement in a practical way the college work. 
Trained librarians give lessons in library science, which enable -the students 
to become efficient users of books and libraries. Bulletins of children's books 
and of other subjects of interest to teachers are furnished. 
A library of modern text-books is also provided for the students. 
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Children's Library 
The children's library is in the room adjoining the main library. It con-
tains more than two thousand carefully selected books which provide an op-
portunity for students to become acquainted with the best literature for children. 
Children's magazines, picture books for young readers, and illustrated 
editions of children's classics are interesting features of the children's room. 
Student Organizations 
Several active students clubs and societies are maintained. These furnish 
opportunity for practice in conducting meetings, public speaking, debating, 
singing, athletics, and executive work. 
In addition to the eight literary societies the following organizations are 
included in the list of activities: Glee Club, Orchestra, Dramatic Club, Public 
Speaking and Debating Club, Book Lovers Club, Country Life Club, Camera 
Club, and Hiking Club. 
The Glee Club sings at some of the college assemblies and gives concerts 
and recitals. -
Annual Entertainment Course 
The college maintains an entertainment course and many of the best 
lectures, concerts, and plays are given. The term fee, which is paid by all students, 
includes admission to all numbers of the annual entertainment course. 
Health 
The college has been unusually free from contagious diseases. The health 
of the students is carefully supervised. A Health Benefit Association is main-
tained by the students under faculty supervision. A member of this organization 
is entitled to draw certain funds if he is ill or if an operation is necessary. A 
special college nurse is provided. 
It is desirable that each student present a certificate of successful vaccina-
tion when entering the college. 
Teachers of physical education are in charge of the physical recreation 
of the college. 
Where Students May Find Homes 
Dormitories. The college has two modern fireproof dormitories for 
young women, Lawrence Hall and Shoemaker Hall. These dormitories are 
located on the campus overlooking the Mississippi River. In these dormitories 
the young women may enjoy the influences of a cultured home, and every effort 
is made to care for the health, comfort, and happiness of the students. 
Each floor has baths, toilet rooms, and electric lights. There are laun-
dries in the basement with electric irons and separate tubs so that young women 
who desire may do their own washing and ironing. Large living rooms are avail-
able for social gatherings. 
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Rooms in the dormitories contain two closets each. The rooms are sup-
plied with study table, reading lamp, chairs, two single bedsteads, springs, mat-
tresses, pillows, dresser, pillow cases, sheets, blankets, and spreads. Each student 
is requested to bring towels and a dresser scarf. 
The price of board and room is now $5.75 per week. All bills for board 
and room must be paid in advance by the month. No discount is made for 
absences of less than a week, except in case of the regular vacations as indicated 
in the college calendar. 
The social life of young women receives special attention. There is 
opportunity for social service and helpfulness, which is of the greatest value to 
the young teacher. Good fellowship prevails. 
Dormitory rooms are not rented for less time than a college year. 
Preference in choice of rooms is given in the order of application. 
8tudents who wish to reserve a room at either of the dormitories are urged to 
make reservations at as early a date a;:; possible. Application for rooms should 
be made to Miss Gertrude Cambell, Registrar. A money order for $5 .00 · must 
accompany the request for a room. This deposit is returned later. 
Board and Room in Private Homes 
A faculty committee assists new students to obtain desirable boarding 
and rooming places. The cost of board in private homes is from $5.00 to $5.50 
a week. The price of rooms varies from $10.00 to $20.00 a month, two in a room ' 
each paying half of this amount. 
Students who do not board and room at home or at the dormitories are 
required to secure the approval of the President before engaging boarding and 
rooming places. 
The college authorities do not approve of young women taking their 
meals regularly at the downtown restaurants or hotels. 
Students are not permitted to change their boarding or rooming 
places without permission from the President. 
Young men and women are not permitted to room in the same house. 
This applies also where the house is occupied by more than one family . 
When a student engages a boarding or rooming place, it is understood 
that he is to remain in that place until the end of the term unless a specific agree-
ment to the contrary is made with the landlady. 
Expenses of Attendance 
Tuition is free to all students who sign a declaration of intention to teach 
for two years in the public schools of Minnesota. Persons who do not sign such 
an intention pay tuition at the rate of $10.00 per term, also a student fee of $6.50 
per term. If the intention to teach is not carried out by those who have made 
such declaration, the obligation is discharged by the payment of tuition at the 
rate stated. 
A fee of nine dollars per term is paid by each student, and covers (1)- the 
use of text-books required in classwork, the use of the library, laboratories, gym-· 
nasium, and general equipment of the college; (2)-tickets of admission to lec-
tures, concerts, and plays given as numbers on the regular entertainment course 
(3)-all athletic contests in which varsity teams compete; (4)-the annual class 
play and Glee Club concert; (5)-the services of the college nurse; (6)-the 
college paper. 
Term fees are payable inadvance at the beginning of each term. 
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Class Routine and Scholastic Requirements 
The subjects of the curriculum are given for four fifty-minute periods 
each week for twelve weeks. Forty-eight periods of class work, supplemented 
by an adequate amount of study outside of class, constitute a term unit. 
A scale of five divisions is used in grading the work of students and in 
recording the final standings, the grade A, meaning excellent; B, very good; 
C, average; D, passing; E, failing. 
Students who are found to be especially deficient in oral or written Eng-
lish or in spelling will be required to do special work in these subjects without 
extra credit. The college will not recommend students who are deficient in these 
subjects and consequently the opportunity to correct such deficiencies should 
be regarded as a privilege. 
The Museums 
One of the museums contains an unusually attractive collection of mam-
. mals, butterflies, and insects. The college has a splended collection of mounted 
birds of the well known orders. This collection adds distinctively to the rapidly 
growing biological museum. The herbarium contains hundreds of classified 
specimens. 
The geological museum contains a large collection of minerals and valu-
able fossils. 
Alumni Association 
The college has an active and loyal Alumni Association, the object of 
which is to continue the friendships of student days, to promote an intimate 
relationship between the alumni and the students of the college and to advance 
the cause of education. The Association meets twice a year. The fall meeting 
is held at the time of the State Educational Association and the spring meeting 
during . commencement week. 
Athletics 
. Competent directors are in charge of the gymnasium and the various 
sports and games receive attention in season. The football and basket ball 
teams have made excellent records. A lake and the Mississippi River provide 
facilities for skating·. 'f:ennis courts are provided by the college. Special courses 
in playground games are offered and special instruction is given in swimming. 
The college recently purchased a new athletic field. 
Social Life and EntertaillIIlent 
The social welfare of the students is an important concern of the college. 
Wholesome social activities are encouraged. 
Each student is encouraged to participate in the social life of the college. 
The literary societies, the dramatic club, the book lovers club, the glee 
club, the camera club, the hiking club, and the various athletic organizations 
offer unusual advantages for the development of desirable traits of character. 
The dormitories afford unusual opportunity for the development of lead-
ership. 
The college has a motion-picture machine and the best educational films 
are secured. 
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Rural Education 
The following are offered in the department of rural education. 
(a) Subjects, academic and professional, necessary to the securing of 
a first class certificate. 
(b) Courses in rural-school methods, construction work, and sociology. 
( c) A special first-class certificate to students taking tlie advanced grad-
uate curriculum upon completion of one year's work. 
(d) A three-year curriculum for the preparation of supervisors of high-
school normal-training departments. This curriculum leads to the Special 
Diploma in Elementary Education. 
Junior High School and Departmental Teaching 
The upper grades of the Training School are organized on the depart-
mental plan. The upper grades of the city schools of St. Cloud are organized 
as a junior high school. These grades are used by the college for purposes of 
practice teaching. The students who are preparing to teach in the upper grades 
have, therefore, the advantage of preparing for strictly departmental work, 
as well as for work in the tunior high-school. 
Training for Camp Fire Guardians 
The training course for Camp Fire Guardians prepares a Etudent to become 
a leader of a Camp Fire group. The class is so organized that practical work is 
given along the line of the Seven Crafts which are the bases of Camp Fire work. 
A certificate is granted to those completing the course. This is a non-credit course. 
Training for Boy Leadership 
This work, conducted under license from the National Headquarters of 
the Boy Scouts of America, is definite preparation for succesful handling of the 
best character building program for boys known today. A certificate is granted 
from the Boy Scouts of America to those completing the course. This is a non-
credit course. 
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Course of Study 
The Two- Year Curriculum requires for graduation a total of twenty-
four term units.* The following eighteen term units must be included in the 
twenty-four. 
American Government 1 Reading and Speech 
American History 1 Geography 1 
Arithmetic 1 Hygiene and Sanitation 1 
Drawing or Music 1 Observation and Teaching 3½ 
English 4 Penmanship ½ 
Composition Principles of Education 1 
Elective Psychology 2 
Literary Types Sociology 1 
The elective privilege of six term units enables a student to make specific 
preparation for lower, middle, or upper grade work, as follows: 
Required for the Kindergarten-Primary Curriculum 
· Junior Year Senior Year 
Arithmetic 1 American Government 1 
Composition 1 American History 1 
Drawing or Music 1 Children's Literature 1 
English III 1 Fine and Industrial Art 1 
Geography 1 Lower Primary Education 1 
Hygiene and Sanitation 1 Music or Drawing 1 
Literary Types 1 Principles of Education II 1 
Penmanship ½ School Administration 1 
Principles of Education I 1 Sociology 1 
(Required for grades 1-2) Teaching and Observation 2½ 
Psychology 1 1 Elective 1 
Reading and Speech 1 
Elective 1 
Required for Intermediate Grades 
Junior Year Senior Year 
American History i American Government 1 
Arit hmetic 1 Children's Literature 1 
Composition 1 Educational Psychology 1 
Drawing or Music 1 Fine and Industrial Art 1 
English III 1 Music or Drawing 1 
Geography 1 Principles of Education II 1 
Literary Types 1 Psychology II 1 
School Administration 1 
*A term unite consists of the work of a student in one subject for twelve 
weeks amounting to sixty class _hours of forty-five minutes each, or to forty-
eight class hours of fifty minutes each. 
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Junior 
Hygiene and Sanitation 
Penmanship 
Principles of Education I 
Psychology I 










Teaching and Observation 
Elective 
Required for Upper Grades 
Junior Senior 
American Government 1 Children's Literature 
American History 1 Drawing or Music 
Arithmetic 1 Educational Psychology 
Composition 1 Physical or Natural Science 
English III 1 School Administration 
Geography 1 Sociology 
Hygiene and Sanitation 1 Teaching and Observation 
Literary Types · 1 (Electives) 
Penmanship ½ Principals of Education II 
Principles of Education I 1 
Psychology I 1 






















Junior High School Mathematics 
Library Methods 











It is expected that the four-year curriculum, leading to the degree, Bachelor 
of Arts, will be offered as soon as conditions in the state justify it. 
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THE SPECIAL CURRICULUMS 
Additional Year Leading to the Special Diploma 
in Elementary Education 
21 
The curriculum prepares teachers for normal-training departments in 




Administration .. : .... . ........ .............. .............................. .............................. .. ..... 1 term 
Student Teaching ........ .................. ............... ................. ............ ... .. .......... .. .. ..... 1 term 
Educational Sociology .................................. ..... ................ ............... .... ....... ....... 1 term 
History of Education ..... .............. ................ . , ..... . : .............. .. ........ .......................... ! term 
English-
Composition .......... . . ............................... ... .......... ...................... .... 1 term 
Literature ............ ...... . . ........... 1 term 
Electives 
Biology........ .... . ........................... .................. .......................... 2 terms 
Geography. .... .... ......... . ................. .. ................................. ...... ........ ........ 2 terms 
History....... .... ... .. ................ .................. . ...... ... ......... 3 terms 
Drawing................... ...... ......... ..... ... .............. ......... . ...... .. ........ ........ ........ ... 1 term 
English.... ..... .. ................ . . ... .. ......................... ..... .. ....................... .... .. .... ...... 5 terms 
Playground Methods .. : ..... ........ ................ ... ... .. ..... .......... , .......... .... ..... ................. 1 term 
Special Methods ......... ... ......... :.. .............. ........ ........... . . ...... .. ............ .. 1 term 
Mathematics ......... ......... ........... ............ . ............. ....... 1 term 
Rural-school Methods............ ............ .. .......... .. . . .... 1 term 
Rural Sociology ....... . ........ .................. . ................. ........ 1 term 
School Administration .... .. ................. .. .......... .. .................. . ...... ... .... ...... 1 term 
Physical Science ............................. ........... ................ ... .... ... ......... ... .. .... ..... .... ....... 2 terms 
Library Science ................. .............. ............. ..................................... ... ....... ........ ½ term 
NOTE: Subjects may be selected, l1,lso, from the special courses of study 
in industrial and fine arts, and in music. 
THREE-YEAR COURSE 
The course requires three years beyond the high school or one year beyond 
the advanced-diploma course. Students may intersperse certain of the special sub-
jects with the subjects of the advanced course, or take the special subjects in one 
year after completing the advanced course. The special diploma in music secures 
a certificate to teach or supervise this subject in graded schools, consolidated 
schools, and high schools. 
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Music 
Prepares Supervisors and Teachers for the Public Schools. 
Piano class lessons ___ ____ _______________ ______ _____________ _______ __________ _______ ____________ __ _____ ______ __ ___ _ 3 terms 
Voice Lessons __ _________ _____ ________________ _______________ _________ ____ _ 
Primary Music Methods ______________ ___ _______ _______________________ _ 
Intermediate Music Methods ___ ___ ___ ____ _________ ___ _________ ___ _ 
_l term 
_l term 
Student Teaching in Music ____ __________ --------- --- --- ------ --------- ----- ---- ------- ____ 2 terms 
Appreciation_______________ _ _____ 2 terms 
History of Music _____ ________________ __ ---- ---- ----- -- ----·-------------- __ _ __ __ __ ___ l term 
Harmony__ __ __ __ _____ ___________ __ ___ ___ ___ _______ ________ __ ____ _ __ ____ ___ _____ --- --·--· -- --- --· -- ·-- -•--- _______ 2 terms 
Music Administration __ --------- ------------------- __ __ __ l term 
Piano Methods ___ _________ _______ __________________ __ __ __ _____ ________ __ ____ ____ ----- --- -- ----- ------ -- -------- ___ _ l term 
Advanced Graduate Diploma and eleven of the above units are necessary 
for the music diploma and a total of 12 credits must be earned in ~ddition to 
those required for the advanced diploma. 
Two-Year Courses 
A special two-year course in music is offered as outlined below. Grad-
uates of this special course will be recommended to teach music in both grades 
and high schools. 
Special Two-Year Course in Music 
(For High-School Graduates) 
Reading and Speech ___ _ 
Children's Literature _______________ _ _ 
_ ______________ l term 
_ __ __ l term 
Composition_ ___ _______ __ l term 
Drawing ____ _ ___ _________ ____ __ l term 
Electives____ --------- ·-- -- --- ------ _____ 2 terms 
Geography __ ----- ------ -- -- ·- ______________ __ _____ _______ ____ __ _ ___ l term 
History______ ___ ________ ____ ________ ___ __ l term 
Literary Types_______ __ __ ___ ----------------··---- - ____________ ___ l term 
Principles of Education__ __ ----------- ·------- ______ l term 
Psychology__ _________________ ___ _____ ___ __ __ ---- ---------·-- --- ----- ---,---- ---1 term 
School Administration__ ____ __ ________ ____ ____ _ ___ ____ l term 
Sociology_ _______ ___ ______ ____ _______ _______ ___ __ _____ _____ ______ _____ _________________ _ _ ___ __ 1 term 
In addition to the above credits the special credits in music are required 
and a total of 24 credits must be earned. Some or these music credits are to be 
taken during th~ junior year and others during the senior-year. 
Special Two and Three-Year Courses in Industrial 
Education 
(For High-School Graduates) 
THE TWO-YEAR COURSE 
Graduates of the special two-year industrial course are recommended to 
teach Industrial Arts in the grades and high schools. Students must follow 
the program as prescribed on the next page. 
Junior Year 
Industrial Arts I 
Industrial Arts II 
Arithmetic 
Composition 
Industrial Arts III 
Industrial Arts IV 
Geography 
Psychology I 
Industrial Arts V 
Industrial Arts VI 
Principals of Education 
Literary Types 
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Fall Term 
Senior Year 
Industrial Arts VII 
Industrial Arts VIII 
Hygiene and Sanitation 
Sociology 
Winter Term 
Industrial Arts IX 




Industrial Arts X 




On pages 31 32 will be found outlines of the course indicated above. 
Candidates for graduation from the three-year course must present twelve 
additional credits from the courses outlined on page 19-20. 
Rural Education 
A Two-Year Curriculum Leading to the 
Advanced Diploma 
Twenty-four credits are required for the complet ion of this curriculum. 
Arithmetic .... · . .... . 
Composition ... .... . 
Drawing .. ... . 
English .. .. . 
Geography .. ..... ..... . 
History ...... . .. ... ....... .... . . 
Hygiene and Sanitation 
Industrial or Fine Arts ................. . 
Literary Types .............. . . . 
Manual Training or Sewing .. ........... . . 
Music. ...... .... .. ..... ........ ... .. .... . .... .. .... ...... ... . 
Penmanship.. ... .. ........................ . ............... ...... ... .... . . 
Physical Education, Plays and Games . 
Physics I, II, III... ........................ . ... .............. .......... .. . 
Principals of Education 
Psychology I and IL ... ... ..... .... . 
. ..... 1 term 
..1 term 
. ....... 2 terms 
. ... 1 term 
. ..... . 2 terms 
.... 1 term 
. ...... 1 term 
. ....... 1 term 
. .. 1 term 
. .. 1 term 
. ....... 1 term 
. .. ½ term 
. .. 3 terms 
...... . ......... .. .1 term 
. .. 2 terms 
. .. . ...... 1 term Reading and Speech .. 
Rural-School Methods ... ... .. .... ... .. .. .... . .... ... ... 1 t.erm 
Sociology .......... ... ..... ....... . . .. ... ........ .... . ........... ... .... ..... 1 term 
Student Teaching ........ . . .......... 2 terms 
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Outline of Subjects Offered 
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 
American Government. This course deals with the purposes and the 
organization of government. The fundamental principles of Americanf gov-
ernment receive great emphasis. The history_ of our governmental institu-
tion~ is considered for the purpose of tracing those changes which have had 
to do with the extension or curtailment of democracy. An understanding of 
American government is sought which will be sufficiently thorough to enable 
the student to play an intelligent part in community and national affairs . Current 
problems are discussed. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
E ~.ch course of the Biological Sciences is presented so that the student 
can readily apply the contents to grade teaching. If he selects the biological 
group and in addition can present · physics, chemistry, and physiography, the 
student will be exceptionally well prepared to teach general science _ in con-
solidated and junior high schools. 
Hygiene-Sanitadon. This course emphasizes the fundamental prin-
ciples of anatomy, physiology, hygiene, and sanitation. Discussions of these 
subjects and demonstrations are given to develop habits of right living and to 
aid the student in teaching the children of the grades. 
Biology I. The purpose of this course is to · make a general survey of 
the animal and plant kingdoms in such a manner that the students will getla 
broad and comprehensive view of living things, and an intimate knowledge of 
those forms which will be most valuable for the teaching of nature study in the 
grades. Special emphasis is placed upon those groups which the student can 
readily find near- his school such as the insects, birds, mammals, trees, and flowers. 
Biology II. This course is arranged to acquaint the student with the 
fundamental laws and theories of life. The subjects of development, reproduc-
tion, eugenics, embryology, and environment, together with the results of ex-
perimentation on plant and animal breeding are given. The course is especially 
planed for the students who have a biological background. Students interested 
in sociology, psychology, and school administration will find the course of much 
value. 
Biology III. This course presupposes a knowledge of physics, or chemistry 
biology, hygiene-sanitation, and geography. The course attempts to review 
the sciences, establish the aims of science · teaching for grades, and develop a 
technique for the teaching of general science. 
DRAWING 
The courses in drawing include a study of the science and relation of 
colors; free-hand drawing and coloring from nature and still life; the hand-
ling of pencil, crayon, charcoal, and water-color; per,:pective in simple problems 
applied design ' from nature study; lettering as applied to po~ters ; book pages, 
covers, etc.; interior decoration in drawing, coloring and design; picture study 
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as applied to school and home; landscape in natural and decorative composition 
stenciling; and other forms of practical application. The purpose is to hroaderl 
the field of vision through an appreciation of beauty in its broadest sense. 
Drawing for Primary and Intermediate Grades: In this course 
after the teaching of the fundamental principles of the subject, work is giveri 
that is especially adapted to the needs of teachers of the first five grades. 
Drawing for Advanced Grades: The first six weeks of this course are 
devoted to the fundamental principles of the subject and the last six weeks to 
work adapted to the needs of teachers of the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades: 
Elective: This course is offered as an elective to students who have 
made a grade of "B" or above in one of the preceeding courses in drawing and 
who wish to make further study of the technique of teaching. Special emphasi~ 
is placed upon the correlation of Art with. the other subjects of the curriculum:_ 
Emphasis is also placed upon the appreciation of art, architecture, and picture 
study, school activities, and the illustration of stories by use of the blackboard 
in mass and decoration designs. This course is offered to prepare students 
to teach drawing in their own grades with or without expert supervision. 
EDUCATION 
Principles of Education 
Principles of Education I (Kindergarten-Primary) Prerequisite: Psy~ 
chology. This course includes a study of the characteristics of pupils in the lower 
grades and the seiection of material in the various subject'! adapted to these grades. 
The use of questions, objects, pictures, and stories is emphasized. Typical 
lessons are planned in each subject and special attention is given to the formation 
and development of right habits of thought and conduct. 
Principles of Education I (Intermediate Grades) Prerequisite: Pshchol-
ogy. After a survey of the characteristics of children of each age group, those of 
the pupils of intermediate grades are considered in detail. School management 
with subject matter and methods adapted to those grades are worked out. Typicai 
presentation, text book, drill, appreciation and ethical lessons are planned. · 
Principles of Education I (Upper Grades) Prerequsite: Psychology I. 
This is a course in principles and technique of teaching. Biology, psyc 
chology, sociology, a.'ld the scientific study of education are drawn upon for 
foundation principles. The topics include the social aim of education, selection 
and organization of subject-matter, laws of learning, and provision for individual 
differences of capacity. This course is prerequisite to, and should be taken 
just before, student teaching. 
Principles of Education II (Primary Projects) Prerequisite: Principles 
of Education I. The subject matter of arithmetic, geography, nature study, and 
language is outlined for grades one to three; and the methods of presenting eacl~ 
are illustrated in plans. 
Principles of Education II (Intermediate Projects) Prerequisite: Prin-
ciples of Education I. The subject matter of arithmetic, geography, history, 1:;ms 
guage and nature study is outlined for grades three, four, and five. Methods 
and projects for presenting each are illustrated in plans. 
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Principles of Education II (Upper Grades) Prerequisite : Principles of 
Education I. This course considers the principal types of learning and cor-
responding methods of t eaching. Typical lessons for upper-grade pupils are 
planned and judged by students themselves so that they may be able to recog-
nize degrees of .excellence in their own teaching. · 
STUDENT TEACHING 
Student Teaching. In addi tion to any observation and teaching required 
in any other methods courses, each candidate for the diploma observes and 
teaches approximately one hundred twenty college hours in the training school 
and in the city schools of St. Cloud. In the city teaching, he takes charge of an 
entire grade in the element ar.v schools or an entire section in the junior high school. 
Students expecting student teaching assignment after one or more terms out of 
residence should write to the , Director of Training Department at least two 
months before time for t ea ching to begin. 
Psychology 
Psychology I. This course offers an introductory study of general 
psychology. '.l'he chief aim of the course is to develop a vocabulary of psychology 
and a better undeistanding of the motives and impulses prompting human 
behavior. The work consists of text-book study, reference reading, and simple 
experiments. 
Psychology II. Educational Psychology. Prerequisite : Psychology I. 
This course consists of a study of (1) individual clifferences, (2) the psychology of 
learning, and (3) original nature. The problem of individual differences is con-• 
.cerned with the following topics: statistical methods ; sex differences; racial 
differences; mental inheritance; influence of maturity; influence of environ-
ment; nature, amount, and distribution of individual differences; correlations 
between mental traits, mental types; exceptional children with emphasis upon 
their classification and needs. Information relative to the above topics is 
drawn from educational psychology texts, school survey reports, and educa-
tional periodicals. 
Psychology of learning is attacked from two points of view: First, ex-
perimentation and second, application. All the experimental work that throws 
any light on the nature of learning is examined with reference to what can be 
done to improve educational practice. 
Original nature is studied with reference to the laws and principles de-
veloped under individual differe; ces and the psychology of learning. 
Psychology III. Educational Tests and Measurements. The purpose 
of this course is to acquaint the student with the general field of tests and 
measurements and to develop a scientific interest and attitude toward the test-
ing movement. Attention is centered upon :--,-the measurement of intelligence and 
the measurement of achievement. Students secure practical experience in giving 
and scoring standardized tests. The tests are given by members of the class t o 
pupils in the various grades. · The papers are scored and interpreted by thE 
class. Illustrative tests pertaining to each of the elementary school subjects an 
studied in de.tail. T he following topics receive considerable emphasis:-Ho'\\ 
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tests can be used to improve classroom instruction; reveal necessary remedial 
work; provide measures of progress; stimulate pupil interest; supply means of 
classification. The abuse as well as the use of standardized tests is emphasized. 
Lower-Primary Education 
Lower-Primary Education. This course includes (1) a brief survey of 
the modern agencies for teaching children, (2) a study of the characteristics 
of childrEm from two to seven years with emphasis upon the play interests of 
childhood and formation of hygiene habits, (3) a study of the fundamental Froe-
belian principles and their application to present Kindergarten practice, (4) 
an intensive study of the principles of the selection and use of materials in edu-
cation of children, (5) a study of the kindergarten curriculum and a brief survey 
of the first grade curriculum, with practice in making time programs and organiz-
ing subject matter and materials in tentative outlines. Opportunity is provided 
for supervised observation with participation in the kindergarten of the train-
ing school. · 
Rural-School Methods . 
The purpose of this course is two-fold: (1) to develop in the student the 
right attitude toward rural-life conditions and problems; (2) to prepare him to 
organize and to teach a rural school. 
Reading from a selected list of books is required. Special atten-
tion is given to such problems as school organization and management; use, 
classification, and selection of library books; lesson planning; program mak-
ing; school sanitation and hygiene; school activities; and parlimentary practice 
through the organization of a Rural-Life Club. Some time is spent in observation 
of teaching. 
The Rural-Life Club is an active organization of those especially inter-
ested in rural schools. The St. Cloud State Teachers College sends many teachers 
to the rural field. 
School Administration 
The application of science to the administration of the school is the keynote 
of this course·. The following topics are considered: (1) standard tests and in-
dividual differences, (2) differences in age and progress, (3) · organization on 
hr basis of scientific studies, (4) the daily program, (5) school marks, (6) records 
and reports, (7) extra-curricular activities, (8) teacher and supervisor, (9) teacher 
and community, (10) the School Laws of Minnesota, (11) the development of 
the American Public School, (12) discipline and control. 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Composition 
English III 
Required of all Juniors 
Literary Types 
Reading and Speech 
Required of all Seniors 
Children's Literature 
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Composition. The purpose of this course is to enable the student to use 
clear and effective oral and written English. To this end, exposition and such 
pieces of narrative as are constantly required in class room explanation, are 
emphasized. 
English III, A and B., are divisions of a differentiated course in English 
required of all high-school graduates. 
A. This course is required of students who are specializing in lower-
grade work. It has for its aim (1) to • give students sentence mastery with the 
principles underlying correct speech;(2) to organize language work for the lower 
grades. Such topics are considered as (a) aims in oral and written language; 
(b) developing the "sentence sense;" (c) children's speech errors and correction 
drills; (d) standards to measure the composition of children. The work is illustrated 
by demonstration classes in Riverview School. 
B. This course is required of all who are specializing in intermediate 
or upper-grade work. The course includes a study of the sentence: Classifica-· 
tions, essential parts, modifiers of essential parts, connectives, inflections, and 
uses. Great emphasis is put upon practical applications of the subject matter. 
Lower-Grade Reading and Speech. This course deals with the prin-
ciples. and methods involved in the teaching of reading in the first three grades, 
and emphasizes the aims to be attained in each grade. It includes a study of 
such topics as the prerequisites to learning to read; pre-primer reading; incident.al 
reading; use and choice of reading texts; phonics; seat work, and lesson planning 
oral and silent reading. 
Intermediate. The reading problems of grades four, five, and six are 
included in this course. Oral reading situations, silent reading and study habits , 
comprehension and speed, character and extent of reading matter, individual 
differences, remedial work, word study, and lesson planning are among the 
topics studied. 
Advanced. This course presents the reading problems peculiar to grades 
seven and eight and emphasizes methods of procedure in their solution. 
English IV. Literary Types. This course includes the reading of essays, 
short stories, novels, and poetry with the purpose of developing proper standards 
of appreciation of the best literary types. 
English V. Literature for Children. (The course is differentiated into 
primary, intermediate, and upper grade.) The purpose of this course is to famil-
iarize the student with the best. literature for children, to teach him discrimina-
tion in the selection of material, and to acquaint him with the best methods 
of presentation. 
The· course includes a study of the various types of books written for 
children, such as fables, fairy and folk stories, myths, legends, Bible stories, 
national hero tales, biography, history, travel, poetry,_ and fiction. The best 
books in these fields are available in the library. 
Practice is given in the introduction of books to children, in story-telling 
in story-writing, in dramatization, in verse-writing, and in the teaching of ap-
propriate poems. 
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English VI. A. Shakespeare: An intensive study of several of 
Shakespeare's plays. Emphasis is laid on interpretation of thought, dramatic 
construction, appreciation of poetry, and Shakespeare's understanding of human 
nature. Elective. 
English VII. English and American Essays. This course includes a 
study of Emerson's American Scholar, Compensation, and Self-Reliance; Carlyle's 
Essay on Burns, and Hero-Worship; Ruskin's Sesame and Lillies, and Modern 
Painters; Lamb's Essays of Elia. Reports are given by students upon the work 
of prominent writers of to-day. Elective. 
English VIII. A critical study of Browning (six weeks). Tennyson 
(two weeks). A brief survey of the romantic school of poetry from Thompson 
to Wordsworth. Topics and discussions relating to Arnold, Morris, Rossetti, 
Kipling, Noyes, Brooke, and Maesfield. Elective. 
Public Speaking 
This course includes voice training and the composition and delivery of 
short addresses. Elective. 
GEOGRAPHY 
Geography. A differentiated comse for high-school graduates adapted 
to meet the needs of students preparing to teach the upper, intermediate, or 
the lower grades. 
Some time is given to the consideration of courses of study. 
Acquaintance with some of the best books in the field of geography is 
emphasized. Each student prepares a bibliography after examining the leading 
text-books, books of method, geographical readers, supplementary and reference 
,material, including magazines. The student plans such a bibliography for the 
grade or grades he expects to teach. 
Physiography. Prerequisite: Geography. The course includes: (1) a 
study of the laws which govern the formation of the various types of physical 
form; (2) a regional study of the United States ; (3) the reading of topographical 
maps; (4) a study of common rocks and mineral,:. The purposes of the course 
are: (1) to give the student a knowledge of the fundamental facts necessary for 
the teaching of geography; (2) to develop an appreciation of the physical features 
of the United States. 
A number of field trips are made during the term, 
HISTORY AND SOCIOLOGY 
American History. A differentiated course required of high-school 
graduates. The course treats American history and the development of American 
government. The purpose of the course is to develop in the student as a pro-
spective teacher the power of determining the relative significance of the various 
factors to be emphasized in the teaching of history. To accomplish this the 
course aims to give a clearer understanding of the forces which have brought 
it about that American history, while an integral part of world history, has followed 
a distinctly uniq~1e development. After a brief chronological review of the chief 
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events in American history, the treatment follows a topical study of some of the 
greater problems of our history, such as the westward movements, territorial 
expansion, party development, slavery and the negro problem, civil service 
appointments, national internal improvements, and the tariff. The fundamental 
principles of American government are emphasized in connection with the account 
of their appearance in our history. The student is introduced to the best historical 
literature both in the sources and in secondary works. · 
History for the Lower Grades. This course is· intended to give students 
who are planning to teach in the primary or intermediate grades a basis of subject 
matter for the teaching of history in these grades. After a general survey of 
the prehistoric period, the course undertakes to carry the student through the 
chief movement of general history to the beginning of the modern period. Special 
emphasis is placed upon the examination and listing of appropriate history 
material for use in the lower grades. Elective. · 
Recent American History. This course deJlls primarily with the 
political and economic development of the United States since 1865, special 
emphasis being placed on the period from 1900 to the present time. It includes 
also, a study of our foreign relations since 1823. Current periodicals are exten-
sively used. Elective. 
European History, 1648-1815. This course purposes, first , to acquaint 
the student with the political, social, and economic developments of the 17th 
and 18th centuries which made the French Revolution inevitable; second, to 
trace the history of the Revolution, and its influence in bringing about a changed 
Europe in the 19th century. Elective. 
European History, 1815 to Present. Time. This course deals with 
the growth of democracy, nationalism, and imperialism during the 19th 
century, and attempts to discover the relationship between these movements 
and the World War. Attention is given to the efforts before and since the 
World War to secure world peace. Current peri9dicals are extensively 
used. Elective. 
SOCIOLOGY 
The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of our democratic 
soc:al life and to consider some of the problems of individuals and groups of 
individuals in our democracy. The following are major divisions of the course: 
(l )i the growth of society, (2) the social forces conditioning human behavior, 
(3) the nature of a democratic society, (4) social control, (5) social progress. Speci-
fic social questions such as race problems, immigration, labor, poverty, and crime 
are considered and a constructive philosophy of social relationship is developed. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Clothing I, Elementary Sewing. This course deals · with the funda-
mental principles of hand and machine sewing and their practical applications 
in the making of underwear' and simple dresses. Simple embroidery stitches, 
darning, and mending are taught. Cotton textiles are studied and the use of 
commercial patterns. 
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Clothing II. Prerequisite: Clothing I. This course includes problems 
in dressmaking, using silk and woolen materials. Linen, silk, and woolen textiles, 
their manufacture and the characteristics of various materials suitable for cloth-
ing and household purposes are studied. The cost and care of clothing are em-
phasized. 
Foods I. Cookery. This course gives an understanding of the selection, 
preparation, service, and cost of food with emphasis on the food requirement 
of the body in order that the student may understand the relation of food to health. 
Foods II. The School Lunch. This course includes a study of the 
history and the present day need of hot lunches at school. The students operate 
a cafeteria during the winter term; in this way training is given in the management 
of the lunch room, the preparation of the food, ap.d accounting. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Industrial Arts I. The work in this course will give the teacher an 
understanding of the work in industrial arts for pupils of the first six grades 
of the elementary school. A study is made of primitive and modern industrial 
life dealing with out-of-door trades. Industrial history and geography are co-
related with the projects worked out. · The course emphasizes the building of 
a social background so that the pupil will be better able to enjoy and express 
himself. 
Industrial Arts II. This course is a ·continuation of Industrial Arts I. 
It deals with trades that are carried on indoors and traces industrial racial 
development. 
I~dustrial Arts III. This course deals with forestry and the woodwork-
ing industries. A study is made of tools, machines, and processes and an outline 
is made of projects for the upper grades. 
Industrial Arts IV. This course is similar to Industrial Arts III. It 
deals with pattern making, moulding, casting, sheetmetal, and electrical work. 
Shop management and vocational guidance are given careful consideration. 
Industrial Arts V. · This course applies modern drafting to juni'.>r and 
senior high-school courses in mechanical and descriptive drawing. The student 
is taught to supplement his word description with adequate drawings and sketches. 
Industrial Arts VI. Architecture, as taught ·n the modern public schools, 
includes home planning and building. Building the home to meet individual 
needs, how to assist the architect, the builder, and the plumber are given careful 
consideration. 
Industrial Arts VII. A brief study of the printing industries is taken 
up in connection with the management and printing of a school paper. Book-
binding, illustrating, and job work are studied as practical projects. Practical 
printing is taught. 
Industrial Arts VIII. This course deals with interior decorating and 
landscape gardening. Types of families and individualg are studied and color 
schemes are worked out that will harmonize with interior decorations and fur-
nishings. In landscape gardening, the setting of the house and how to make 
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it attractive by the use of trees, shrubs, vines, plants, flowers, walks, and gardens 
are studied. Each student is required to plan the interior and exterior decora-
tions for a six-room house. 
Industrial Arts IX. The purpose of this course is to give a general 
working knowledge of the best methods in visual education. The educational 
value of the camera, the lantern slide, the motion picture, and the school poster 
are recognized by the modern teacher. Students are required to furnish their 
own cameras and supplies. 
Industrial Arts X. This course deals with the fine and industrial arts 
as they apply to modern commercial life. A study of the work of modern 
painters and designers is taken up and their work is exhibited. Each student is 
required to prepare and give an illustrated talk during the term . 
. Industrial Arts XI. Each student is required to teach one term of 
mechanical or freehand drawing. 
Industrial Arts XII. Each student is required to teach one term of 
shop work. 
MATHEMATICS 
Arithmetic. Course A. This course is required of all high-school gradu-
ates who are specializing in lower-grade work. The course includes a study 
of the reading and writing of. numbers, the four fundamental operations with 
integers, denominate numbers, common and decimal fraction, measurements 
and estimates, simple mensuration, and short methods of computation. A 
study is made of the best professional books and references on the topics under 
discussion. A stud.v is made of several of the best state and city courses in arith-
metic and of standard text-books. 
Course B. This course is required of all high-school graduates who 
are specializing in intermediate or upper-grade work. The course includes the 
material of Course A that is considered to be necessary for the work of the upper 
grades. It also includes the study of percentage and its applications, mensuration, 
and square root. In this course a good deal of emphasis is placed upon the 
mathematics of the junior high school, and the mathematics courses in 
typical junior high schools are studied. 
In course A and B, a study is made of the best books on the pedagogy 
of Arithmetic. 
In all of the courses in arithmetic, emphasis is placed upon the proper 
presentation of new material, drills, and devices that aid in securing accuracy 
and speed in computation, and methods that aid the teacher to secure good 
results in the teaching of the subject. 
Geometry III. Solid Geometry. The work as presented in a standard 
text is followed. Practical applications are emphasized. Elective. 
College Algebra. . The topics included are quadratics, progressions, 
binomial-theorem, permutations and combinations, determinants, and theory 
of equations. Elective. 
Trigonometry. This course is given for those who expect to teach math-
ematics in junior high schools. Elective. 
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Junior High-School Mathematics. This course is a study of the plan 
now in common use in many of the best junior high schools, which provides 
ior arithmetic and intuitional geometry in the first year of the junior high school, 
algebra and arithmetic , i-n the second year, and more formal algebra and geo-
metry in the third year. Opportunity is given for a review of arithmetic, !llgebra, 
and geometry and an intensive study is made of the new subject matter and 
its proper place in the course. There is a demand for well prepared teachers 
of Junior high-school mathematics. 
MUSIC 
Graduates of the special music course are qualified to teach the subject 
not only in the grades but in the high schools. Graduates of this course are 
in great demand. Glee clubs, quartets, and choruses are organized each year. 
Music I. This course includes sight reading; ear training; training in 
enunciation, tone placing and rythm in connection with the teaching of rote songs. 
Music III. This course includes methods in the teaching of rote songs; 
sight reading; theory and appreciation through the third grade; eai;- training. 
Training in the care of the child voice; preparation of lesson plans; teaching of 
illustrative lessons. 
Music IV. This course includes ear training in tone combinations; 
enunciation and tone placing; song interpretation; methods of sight reading 
and appreciation through the intermediate and upper grades, including junior 
high school; preparation of lesson plans; teaching illu~trative lessons. 
Courses For Special Diploma in Music 
Music V. This course includes conducting; outlining of work; prepara-
tion and conducting of school entertainments; choice and organization of material; 
organization of glee clubs, orchestras, and choruses; training in voice testing 
and the care of the adolescent voice through mutation. · 
Music VI. Methods in instruction of piano classes in the grades. 
Pian~ Class Lessons. One lesson and two hours of practice per week 
for one year are required of students taking special music coµrse. Class lessons 
are free to such students. 
Appreciation I. This course includes a study of the principles of form 
in its development from the folk song to the symphony: dr,ill in the discrimi-
nation of the tone quality of instruments and of the tone color produced by 
combinations of instruments. 
Appreciation II. Prerequisite: History of Music and Appreciation I. 
This course emphasizes content in music as influenced by the personal char-
acteristicR and environment of a composer, by his nationality, and by the period 
in which he lived. Special study is made of the lives and works of Haydn, Mozart, 
Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Tschaikowski, DeBussy, ahd Straus_s. 
Harmony I. This course includes a stu_dy of major and minor scale 
_structures; threetone chord formation and inversions; intervals and inver-
sions; cadences; transpositions; simple melody formation; harmonic and non-
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harmonic, ornamental tones; four part harmony involving principal triads; 
analysis; ear training in the natural tendencies of active to ·rest tones, in major 
and minor chords and their inversions, in melodies and two-voiced harmony. 
Keyboard work is combined with the study of scales, intervals, chords, and 
cadences. 
Harmony II and Orchestration. Prerequisites: Appreciation I and 
Harmony I. This course includes a study of harmonic progression away from 
and towards a key; relation of triads within a key; seventh chord; modulation 
transposition continued; chord selection; voice progression; elementary compo-
sition; analysis; ear training in chords and inversions; dominant and diminished 
seventh chords, inversions, and resolutions; resolution of dissonant intervals; 
melodies; two-voiced harmony; keyboard work made essential in modulation, 
transposition, and resolution of seventh chords. 
Orch~stration includes a study of the instruments of the orchestra as to 
register and tone quality; a study of orchestral scores and the orchestration 
of simple selection. 
History of Music. This course includes a study· of the music of primi-
tive nations; the rise and development of church music _ancl. opera and oratorio; 
of the development of instruments; of classicism and romanticism in music; 
and of the development of modern musical forms. 
Voice Class Lessons. One lesson and two hours of practice per week 
for one year is required of students taking the· special music course. 
PENMANSIDP 
The aim of this course is to provide instruction in Palmer-Method writ-
ing. Every phase of the Palmer Method in its relation to elementary schools 
is taught. Position, form, movement, and speed are emphasized. 
There is class drill to demonstrate proper methods of teaching muscular-
movement writing in the various grades, and to develop counting and rythm; 
blackboard instruction is given to present the principles of form and motion. 
This is a splended opportunity to obtain instruction in the mechanics 
and pedagogy . of practical penmanship. It is possible for students to secure 
certificates. · 
"PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The department of physical education provides instruction and means 
for the improvement and preservation of health and the harmonious devel-
opment of the body. 
A careful examination of every student is made at the beginning of each 
college year and at such intervals ·as seems necessary. Personal advice and 
suggestions regarding habits of life, recreation, study, and exerrises best suited 
to individual development are given by the special teachers. _ 
Violent exercise is discouraged, but students are required to take ra-
tional excercise for the proper development of the body and for correcting im-
proper postures irt standing, sitting, and walking. 
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Every student in the college, unless excused by the President, is required 
to take the work of this department. 
Each student is required to have a gymnasium suit. The young women 
use white middy blouses and black bloomers. 
Playground Methods~ This course includes a study of the play instinct; 
the nature and function of play; community social conditions; the playg,round 
movement; practical conduct of playgrounds; the organization and administra-
tion of playgrounds; hygiene and first aid. Reference reading is required and 
special reports are given. 
Practical work, including plays ·and games, .folk dancing, and apparatus 
work, is given on the playground. 
The college has an enviable record for the excellence of its athletic teams. 
For a number of years teams of the college have won a large majority of the 
games played. 
The athletic department is in charge of well trained teachers of wide 
reputation. • 
Athletic Coaching 
(This course is offered during the fall term only) 
The course includes: 
Football. The theory and art of coaching football are studied to show 
the weak and strong points of various styles of offense and defense. Special 
stress is put on generalship, signal systems, and rules. 
The fundamentals of football are f?tudied from the point of view of the 
coarh. A study is made ' of the systems taught 'by vari~us coaches. Special 
study is made of the forward pass, trick plays, and the defense to meet these 
plays. 
Basket Ball. The game is taken up from the point of view of the coach. 
The theory of coaching, handling of men, and different styles of offense and 
defense tJ.Sed by the leading coaches are studied. 
Fundamentals of the game, such as passing, · goal throwing, dribbling, 
turns, stops, and team play are studied. 
Baseball. Emphasis is placed on the details of batting, baserunning, 
fielding, team rules, signals, and rules. 
Field and Track Sports. Instruction is given in the details of all the 
standard track and field sports. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
Physics 
Physics I. This course includes the study of m2.tter, laws of motion, 
force, work, energy, and their application in simple machines and in fluid pressure. 
The facts studied are verified and problems are emphasized as a means of im-
pressing these important facts upon the mind. 
Physics II. This course includes the study of sound, magnetism, and 
electricity. The course is offered during the winter term. 
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Physics III. This course includes the study of heat and light and the 
phenomena and laws relating to them. Scientific knowledge of the principles 
of heating and lighting is essential to the preparation of the teacher of to-day. 
The class work in physics is supplemented by work in the laboratory. 
To do the work in physics satisfactorily, students should have completed 
elementary algebra and plane geometry. 
While the best order is the sequence outlined above, these courses may 
be taken in any sequence. 
To Superintendent, Principals, and School Directors 
The succe.ss of our public schools depends to a large degree upon the 
ability and the skill of the teachers. The friends of education are requested 
to recommend for admission to the college only those who give promise of 
developing into successful teachers. 
The college attempts to train its students so that they are properly qualified 
for the teaching positions for which they are recommended. The college does 
not recommend any teacher for a position unless the candidate is thought to 
be qualified for the position. Those who wish to secure teachers should state 
full details in regard to the type of position which is to be filled. 
All departments of the college are open to visitors, and men and women 
are urged to visit the college and by their constructive criticism, suggestions, 
and co-operation, aid us in supplying the schools of the state with better trained 
teachers. 
Summer Session 1924 
JUNE 11 to JULY 23 
The courses of the summer session are planned to meet the needs of those 
who desire: 
1. Professional or academic credits for certificates or renewals. 
2. The regular or special diploma. 
3. Better preparation for principalships, normal training, and junior 
high-school positions, and for departmental work. 
4. Improvement in general scholarship and in teaching skill. 
Scope of Courses 
Methods courses for C(\rtificate holders are offered in practically every 
elementary school subject. 
Numerous classes in required subjects are provided and elective courses 
are offered for those who are candidates for diplomas. 
Experienced teachers who wish more advanced preparation will find 
many classes of unusual interest and value such as educational measurements, 
primary, intermediate and advanced methods, primary, intermediate, and 
advanced reading methods, rural school methods and administration, sociology, 
junior high-school mathematics, and special courses for supervisors in domestic 
science, penmanship, and industrial arts. 
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Courses will be offered which -will apply toward the teachers college 
diploma, or toward certificates for teachers in lieu of examinations. High-school 
local standings in certificate subjects, presented by students who have successfully 
pursued at least one year of teachers college work, are certified for transfer with-
out examination to first and second class certificates. 
A Rtudent may carry four recitations per day, or the equivalent of two 
term units, during the six weeks of the summer session in any teachers college 
of Minnesota. A "unit" or quarter eredit requires twelve weeks of work in a 
subject, with recitations once daily; or six weeks of work, with recitations twice 
daily. , 
Requirements for Admission 
The Two-Year Course 
High-school graduates are admitted without examination upon the pre-
sentation of diplomas and certified statements of the courses completed in approved 
high schools. These records should be presented at the office of the registrar 
on the opening day. 
Professional Requirements for Certificates 
Each applicant for a first-class common school certificate must present, 
in ·addition to the required standings in the academic subjects, evidence of at 
least twelve weeks of succesful state teachers college work in four or more pro-
fessional or method subjects. This work is the equivalent of four term units. 
The student during the twelve weeks of required professional study 
must earn the four credits within the subject groups listed below: three subjects 
must be chosen from Group I; and one subject from either Group I or Group II. 
Most of these courses are offered during the summer session. 
GROUP I 
· Arithmetic 
Composition and Language 
Geography 
Grammar 
History and Citizenship 
Hygiene and Sanitation 
Primary Methods 
Primary Handwork 
Reading and Speech 






Renewal of Certificates 
· The renewal of a first-class certificate (except the first renewal of a high-
school normal training certificate and the first renewal of a certificate received 
because of credits earned who11y in a teachers. college) requires the completion 
of two additional professional credits in a teachers college, in addition to the 
presentation of four Reading Circle credits and evidence of two years of successful 
experience under the certificate. 
A special circular on Common School Certificates has been issued by 
the Minnesota state teachers colleges and will be mailed in response to a request. 
Candidates for certificates should take special note of the regulations. 
Annual State Examination for certificates will be held in St. Cloud. 
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Registration and Class Sessions 
Students will register on Tuesday, June 10 between 2 p . m. and 5 p. m. 
and on Wednesday, June 11, between 8 a. m. and noon. Students cannot enroll 
for credit after Thursday, June 14, unless admitted by special prearrangement 
with the President. 
A special fee of $2 will be charged fer enrollment after Wednesday, June 11. 
Sessions will be held five days each week, excepting that July 4 will be 
a holiday. 
Student Teaching 
The Riverview School, the College training school, will be in session 
during th~ summer session. This will make possible a limited amount of 
student teaching. To secure such opportunity, it will be necessary for students 
to apply not later than May 15. .Applications will be honored in the order in 
which they are received until the limit is reached. Students having first claim 
on student teaching assignments are those who are most nearly ready for gradua-
tion. 
Expenses of Attendance 
Tuition is free to all students. who sign a declaration of intention to teach 
for two years in the public schools of this state. Others pay cash tuition of five 
dollars for the summer session, in addition to the student fee , 
A charge of four dol!ars and fifty cents, known as the term fee, is required 
of each student, and covers: (1) the free use of all text-books required in class 
work, the use of the library, laboratories, gymnasium, and general equipment 
of the school; (2) a ticket of admission to lectures, concerts, and plays. · 
Board and Room 
About two hundred and fifty young women are accommodated at Lawrence 
Hall and at Shoemaker Hall at the rate of $5.75 a week. The dormitories are 
well equipped and beautifully located and provide excellent accommodations. 
Bills for board and room are payable for the entire session before Thursday 
of the first week. 
A money order for $5 must accompany each request for dormitory reserva-
tion. This deposit is returned before the close of the summer session. 
Room rent in private homes varies from $10 to $20 a month, two in a 
room. Board costs from $5 to $5.50 a week in private homes. 
A list of approved boarding and ooming places will be found at the college. 
Students should not engage board and room at places not on the approved list. 
A faculty committee assists students to secure desirable accommodations for 
board and room. 
Special Courses 
Many teachers will be interested in the special courses which will be 
offered during the summer session. Among these courses are the following: 
Play~round Methods. This course will emphasize the modem theories 
of play and its physical, mental, moral, and social significance. A large number 
of games suitable for various grades will be taught. The practice will take place 
on the playgrounds. 
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Penmanship. A special course will be offered in the Palmer system of 
penmanship. 
Children's Literature. Courses cf unusual interest and value for teachers 
of all grades will be offered in Children's literature and story telling. 
Junior High-School Mathematics. There has been an increasing 
demand for a special course in the mathematics of the junior high school and 
this will be offered. 
Lihrary Organization and Methods. This course will be of unusual 
value to the rural school teacher. 
Music for Rural Schools. This course will include rote songs, rhythm, 
and ear-training. 
Courses of Special Interest to Rural School 
Teachers and Supervisors 




Handwork for Lower Grades 
Playground Activities 
Library Course 
Music for Rural Schools 
Story Telling and Children's 
Literature · 
Primary, Intermediate, and 
Advanced Methods 
Special Methods in Arithmetic 
Geography, Grammar, History, 
and Reading. 
Special Features 
Provisions have been made for special programs of unusual interest and 
value including lectures, musicals, plays ,hikes, and other forms of entertainment, 
Lecturers of national reputation will give addresses during the session. There 
will be a number of • social activities for the enjoyment of the students. The 
gymnasiums, the tennis courts, the lakes, and the beautiful walks offer unusual 
opportunity for recreation. The industrial plants of the city may be visited. 










Hygiene and Sanitation 

















*Classes starred meet once a day, and count a half credit towards the 
diploma. 
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Catalogue of Students for 1923-1924 
SPECIAL STUDENTS 
Barr, Carrie Belle, St.Cloud 
Bjornaas, Gertrude J., Woodburn, Ore. 
Clement, Grace E., St.Cloud 
Doughty, Helen Vivian, Duluth 
Emery, Ethel L., Northfield 
Henderson, Alice M., Brainerd 
Higgins, Laura C., Clearwater 
Kremer, Cecilia D., St.Cloud 
Martini, Madeline A., St.Cloud 
Pettis, Mildred Irene, Littlefork 
Smart, Mable E!len, St.Cloud 
Steichen, Kathryn R., Adams 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Alberg, Lillian Emma, South Haven 
Drought, Mary, Fergus Falls 
Jacobson, Eva T., Ortonville 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Anderson, Cecil E., St.Cloud 
Anderson, Neal M., Alexandria 
Anderson, Ordell, St.Cloud 
Batterberry, William J., Sisseton, S. D. 
Behm, Herbert T., Atwater 
Blaha, Marion Jay, Wadena 
Boos, Fred Louis, St.Cloud 
Bostrom, Donald N., St.Cloud 
Boyer, Alexander R ., Beltrami 
Brynildsen, Benjamin H ., Minneapolis 
Carpenter, Frank H., Fergus Falls 
Conzet, Lloyd W., Delano 
Dahl, Carl Mason, St. Paul 
Dodds, James Merritt, Wadena 
Dodge, Frank Naylor, Sauk Centre 
Dodge, Merle Edwin, Sauk Centre 
Eckman, Maurito Otto, St.Cloud 
Egertson, Hagbard Odin, St.Cloud 
Eide, John Leonard, Minneapolis 
Erickson, Arvie L., St.Cloud 
Ernst, Frank F., St.Cloud 
Hall, I. Russell, Mora 
Hammar, Marvin W., Alexandria 
Hansen, John E., St.Cloud 
Hart, William S., St.Cloud 
Heegard, George E., Starbuck 
Helsing, Gunnar J., St.Cloud 
Henning, Paul H., St.Cloud 
Hill, Elmo Henry, Paynesville 
Jadwin, Glen Donald, Watertown 
Jarvela, Albert Allen, Sandstone 
Johnson, Lawrence Carl, Wayzata 
Johnson, Verner J., St.Cloud 
Knuti, Ollie Alica, Aurora 
Larson, Albert M., St.Cloud 
Latterell, Milo A., Paynesville 
Lenarz, Albert J., Albany 
Lindstrand, Arnold G., Warren 
McDonald, Errol J., St.Cloud 
Martini, John M., St.Cloud 
Mesenburg, Robert H., St.Cloud 
Miller, Henry, Waubun 
Molstad, George H., Brainerd 
Nehring, Kenneth L., Paynesville 
Nelson, Harold A., St.Cloud 
Nelson, Lloyd William, Alexandria 
Palmer, Paul Rueben, Sauk Centre 
Paur, Theodore A., Waubun 
Perry, Carl Cameron, Hopkins 
Peterson, Edward T., Willmar 
Powers, Richard J ., Mildred, Mont. 
Rosenberger, Ralph H., St.Cloud 
Schiedinger, William S., St.Cloud 
Scholz, Aloysius, St.Cloud 
Sorenson, Marcus, Brainerd 
Stevens, William H., Wadena 
Troyer, Francis R., St.Cloud 
Voss, Gordon Oscar, Paynesville 
Weihs, Norbert E., St.Cloud 
Weismann, John J., Rockville 
Williams, Clement Roy, St.Cloud 
MUSIC 
Campbell, Vergne, St.Cloud 
Coates, Velma L., Meadville, Missouri 
Ertsgaard, Ruth Naomi, Savage 
Fratzke, Pauline E ., Hutchinson 
Gregory, Jean Lydia, Minneapolis 
Haiverson, Clara Bertine, Milaca 
Herbst, Esther P., Riverton 
Hollande:r, Elvera Louise, St.Cloud 
Johnson, M. Irene, St.Cloud 
Kemski, Martha L., Waconia 
Linnemann, Edmund L., St. Joseph 
Nelson, Leone Joyce, Minneapolis 
Rieman, Hazel Elinor, Vergas 
Smith, Mildred Elaine, Deerwood 
Smollett, Doris Julia, Minneapolis 
Vogel, Rose Helen, Crosby 
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SENIOR CLASS 
Two-Year Course 
Abrahamson, Bernice Amy, Anoka Bonde, Ruth L., Minneapolis 
Adams, Eva Lee, Long Prairie Borton, Elva C., Montevideo 
Ahlquist, Mabel A., South Haven Bostrom, Donald N., St.Cloud 
Alberg, Lillian Emma, South Haven Bostrom, Mildred F., St.Cloud 
Alderman, Madge Lucie, Grey Eagle Bostrom, Olga R., Sauk Rapids 
Alexander, Marion Gregg, St.Cloud Bottge, Ada Harriet, Correll 
Allen, Dorothy Lorraine, Glencoe Bracke, Helen Gertrude, Little Falls 
Allen, Ruth Lucille, St.Cloud Branom, Viola Agnes, Minneapolis 
Amberg, Gladys Mary, Minneapolis Braun, Milan Albert, Hutchinson 
Amundson, Gertrude, St. Paul Eremer, Sylvia, Waverly 
Anderson, Albertina A., Sandstone Rrennan, Margaret Mary, Aliance, Neb. 
Anderson, Alice Alvina, Hutchinson Brocker, Amelia W., Lindstrom 
Anderson, Cecil Ervin, St.Cloud Bronnicke, Lillian M., Benson 
Anderson, Clara B., Minneapolis Brown, Evelyn Esther, Peshtigo, Wis. 
Anderson, Esther G., Two Harbors Brown, Helen Joanna, Pillager 
Anderson, Esther M., Alexandria Brownell, Lucia, Ely 
Anderson, Grace Esther Bruns, Sadie L., (Mrs.), Raymond 
Marine-on-St.Croix Bryant, Nona M., Osakis 
Anderson, Hazel Elizabeth, Alexandria Brynildsen, Benjamin H., Minneapolis 
Anderson, Lillian M., Fairmont Buckman; Lucy Mary, Annandale 
Anderson, Margie M., Stewart Bullis, Grace L., Sandstone 
Anderson, Mildred Ellida, Minneapolis Burgdorf, Ralph Stanley, Anoka 
Anderson, Olga Theresa, Evansville Butler, Dorothy C., New York Mills 
Anderson, Ordell, St.Cloud . Bye, Mildred Elvira, Fergus Falls 
Anderson, Ruth Viola, St.Cloud Cairns, Virginia, Rice 
Andrews, Mildred Elma, Paynesville Carl, Katherine F., Sandstone 
Andrist, Alta Naomi, Mora Carlson, Ellen C., Crosby 
Antt, Evelyn, Little Falls · Carlson, Elsie G., Minneapolis 
Arneson, Alfiea Clara, Benson Carlson, Jenny T., Minneapolis 
Arrick, Jessie E., Minneapolis Carlson, Pauline V., Dassel 
Arvidson, Rosella A., Wadena Carnes, Helen Marie, Royalton 
Asleson, Rose Adele, Redwood Falls Carnes, Mabel M., Royalton 
Atkinson, Mayme Cathyrn, St.Cloud Caswell, Elizabeth M., Anoka 
Avery, Caroline Loudon (Mrs.), St.Cloud Cavender, Alice Jean., Stillwater 
Babcock, Bertie, Zimmerman Chase, Cynthia E., Round Prairie 
Baker, Irene Mae, Marietta Chase, Grace Ellene, Forda 
Barnes, Ronald Edgar, Little Falls Chase, Ida Bell, St.Paul 
Bartnoff, Rose, Minneapolis · Christensen, Isabel H., Clarkfield 
Barton, Emily, Silver Lake Christenson, Etta M., Hutchinson 
Baskerville, Blanche, K., Minneapolis Clauson, Mabel E., Cannon Falls 
Batterberry, Leone Marie, New London Coates, Velma L., Meadville, Missouri 
Batterberry, William .J., Sisseton, S. D. Cockburn, Janette, Villard 
Baustert, Marjorie, Mezeppa Coder, Lillian S., Minneapolis 
Beckrich, Gertrude A., Taylors Falls Collins, Ada E., St.Cloud 
Behm, Aletta H., Henderson Conzet, Lloyd W., Delano 
Behm, Herbert T., Atwater Coss, Dorotha, Willmar 
Belkengren, Ruby A., Willmar Coughlan, Julia A., Fergus Falls 
Bemis, Bernice E., Oak Park Craig, Marjorie M., Sauk Rapids 
Bennett, Rosemary, St.Cloud Crawford, Elsie, Lakefield 
Bentley, Agnes Eleanor, Ortonville Curry, Helen Brown (Mrs.), Minneapolis 
Bergstrom, Olga Louise, St. Paul Dahl, Carl Mason, St.Paul 
Bernick, Mary M., St.Cloud Dalquist, Ellen S., Randall 
Berning, Theo. J., Renville David, Delma Rose, St.Cloud 
Betcher, Irma Sophia, Beaulieu Davis, Alice Rose, St.Cloud 
Bisenius, Marie L., St.Cloud DeFoe, Margaret E., Minneapolis 
Blakely, Beatrice Lillian, Paynesville ReRocher, Edith Valeria, Brainerd 
Boe, Ruth, Viking, Alberta, Canada Dempsey, Winnifred B., Windom 
Bohlman, Gladis C., Ashley, N. D. Deneen, Raymond Paul, St.Cloud 
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Dietz, Viola E., Staples 
Dodge, Frank Naylor, Sauk Centre 
Dodge, Merle Edwin, Sauk Centre 
Donaldson, Blanche A., Osakis 
Donohue, Mary Grace, St.Cloud 
Dostal, Florence E., Waverly 
Dredge, Alice Hazel, Sandstone 
Drought, Mary, Fergus Falls 
Dudley, Maybelle A., St.Cloud 
Duesterhoeft, Martha E., Hutchinson 
Dunton, Dorothy, Bagley 
Ebner, Edna Cecila, Elk River 
Edgren, Ethel Mae, Willmar 
Edinger, Sophia M., Wadena 
Eich, Helen Regina, St.Cloud 
Eich, Mathilda Mary, Little Falls 
Eklund, Carl Richard, Stanchfield 
Eldridge, Rachel C., Two Harbors 
Elletson, Gladys, Foley 
Emelson, Mary Clara, Rush City 
Eneroth, Ellen Hannah, Minneapolis 
Engels, Evangeline, Buffalo 
Engels, Frances Dorothy, Buffalo 
Engren, Edith Ruby. Isanti 
Erickson, Arvie L., St.Cloud 
Erickson, Edna M., Donnelly 
Erkenbrack, Pearl Iona, AJexandria 
Ernster, Helen Lucinda, Wadena 
Ertsgaard, Ruth Naomi, Savage 
Evensta, Alma Julia, Pillager 
Everson, Esther, Aitkin 
Eye, Evelyn Mae, Wood Lake 
Falk, Anna Victoria, Redwood Falls 
Falk, Olga Gorgina, Willmar 
Farrell, Alice Loretta, St.Cloud 
Felt!, Margaret Emily, Hopkins 
Felt!, Mary M., Hopkins 
Fiergolla, Helen M., Sauk Rapids 
Fink, Ella Helena, Chaska 
Finley, Gladys Daisy, Minneapolis 
Flieder, Mary, Foley 
Flynn, Anne C., Litchfield 
Fogelberg, Hattie C., Akeley 
Forsberg, Cecelia V., Minneapolis 
Fosmark, Agnes, Hill City 
Foss, Inez Beatrice, Montevideo 
Foxley, Helen C., So. St.Paul 
Fratzke, Pauline E., Hutchinson 
Freeberg, Irene Marie, St.Cloud 
Freer, Olive Celeste, Monticello 
Freudenberg, Margaret, Alexandria 
Fritz, Mary Isabelle, Eveleth 
Froshaug, Helen W., Benson 
Gabiou, Marie K., Brainerd 
Gainor, Marguerite A., St.Cloud 
Gerretson, Rosemond A., Willmar 
Gieson, Gertrude, Minneapolis 
Gilles, Marian Esther, St.Cloud 
Gilloley, Laura K., Fergus Falls 
Gilman, Esther, Excelsior 
Gilman, Malcolm D., St.Cloud 
Glade, Helen Maude, Stillwater 
Gongoll, Ida Malinda, Paynesville 
Good, Gaile H., St.Cloud 
Gosch, Mary Ellen, Randall 
Grabscheid, Margaret I., Pipestone 
Gravelle, Alda, Onamia 
Gregory, Jean Lydia, Minneapolis 
Grindeland, Martha S., Warren 
Gruys, Clara (Mrs.), Brewster 
Gustafson, Alys Christine, Bigfork 
Gustafson, Ruth Merriam, Brainerd 
Hadrich, Heloise Blossom, Alexandria 
Hagberg, Norma Marguerite, Brainerd 
Hall, I. Russell, Mora 
Hall, Jessie Palmer (Mrs), 
Dickinson, N. D. 
Halper, Lillian Mildred, St.Paul 
Halverson, Clara Bertine, Milaca 
Halvorson, Alice Sophia, Plato 
Halvorson, Lillian Hilda, Battle Lake 
Halvorson, Thelma Maline, McIntosh 
Hamre, Clara Theresa, Pequot 
Hansen, Mabel Alferetta, McIntosh 
Hansen, Norman, Osakis 
Hanson, Millie, Minneapolis 
Harren, Therese G., Freeport 
Harrison, Amy C., Madison 
Hart, Cecilia Anna, Mezeppa 
Hart, William S., St.Cloud 
Rassman, Marion E., Hutchinson 
Hasti, Anna S., Cokato 
Haueter, Idell~ E., Osakis 
Hedin, Ellen L., Sauk Centre 
Heilig, Doris Edna, Milaca 
Heim, Ada Michaelson (Mrs.), 
Minneapolis 
Helppie, Florence V., Sebeka 
Helsing, Gunnar J., St.Cloud 
Heltemes, Clemens J., Sauk Rapids 
Henderson, Enid V., Minneapolis 
Henning, Mardelle H., Minneapolis 
Herbst, Esther P., Riverton 
Hess, Raymond, Glenwood 
Hicks, Luella Attie, St.Cloud 
Higgins, Sadie G., Clearwater 
Hilbert, Irene Agnes, Melrose 
Hill, Sadie Gene, Maple Plain 
Hilpert, Esther Marie, Bertha 
Hoefer, Alice Louise, Gibbon 
Holden, Helen Pauline, Brainerd 
Holes, Dorothy Sara Jane, St. Cloud 
Holmes, Mary France, Minneapolis 
Holmgren, Norma G., Fergus Falls 
Holper, Alois Henry, Wadena 
Hopper, Lida Maude, Hutchinson 
Hord, Grace Winifred, Fergus Falls 
Houbolt, Helen G., Chicago, Ill. 
Houston, Dorothy Alice, Herman 
Hovey, Grace Loretta, Elk River 
Hovey, Ida Violet, Elk River _ 
Hudson, Arthur Roland, St.Cloud 
Hudson, Marjorie Iona, St.Cloud 
Huff, Vera Joyce, Paynesville 
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Hughes, Helen (Mrs)., Kunkle, Cecilia E., Milaca 
Willow Lakes, S. D. Lackner, Julia M., Virginia 
Hultcrantz, Winnifred G., Minneapolis Landerholm, Flora J., Crookston 
Hynes, Kathleen M., St.Cloud Lane, Ruthe Olivia, Little Falls 
Ingalls, Frances M., Minneapolis Lang, Clara Pauline, Correll 
lngebritson, Inez V., Minneapolis Larson, Bernice M., Madison 
Jackson, Irene Frances, Braham Larson, Carl W., Clinton 
Jackson, Maude Lucille, Shafer Larson, Ebba V., St.Cloud 
Jacobson, Ada, Madison Larson, Esther Louise, Georgeville 
Jacobson, Obert M., Osakis Larson, Florence Elvira, St.Paul 
Jadwin, Glen Donald, Watertown Larson, Florence Rosailla, St.Cloud 
Jahn, Audrey M., Alexandria • Larson, Margaret Pauline, Aitkin 
Jarvinen, Ina J., Eveleth Larson, Myrtle Evelyn, Sauk Rapids 
Jensen, Lydia Anna, Audubon, la. Larson, Myrtle Olga, Madison 
Jestus, Ruth Shirley, Howard Lake Larson, Nomie Victorine, Sauk Rapids 
Johnson, Agnes Mabel, Warren • Latterell, Milo Addison, Paynesville 
Johnson, Amy Pauline, Greenbush Lawless, Laura Leona, Minneapolis 
Johnson, Anna Sophia, Minneapolis Leary, Elizabeth K., Chisholm 
Johnson, Edith Julia, Minneapolis Lebens, Genevieve M., Jordan 
Johnson, Elizabeth E., Stewart Leipold, Edmond L., Nickerson 
Johnson, Esther E., Willmar Leitch, Florence M., St.Cloud 
Johnson, Esther H., Minneapolis Lemmermann, Agnes E., Sauk Rapids 
Johnson, Hazel Marian, Milaca Leverty, Claire I., St.Paul 
Johnson, Hulda Victoria, Aitkin Lien, Ina Judith, Fergus Falls 
Johnson, Irene E., Alexandria Lillquist, Esther M., Gladstone, Mich. 
Johnson, Isabel M., St.Cloud Lind, Lillian Ruth, St.Cloud 
Johnson, Leona, Appleton Lindahl, Alma Marie, Appleton 
Johnson, Lily W., Willmar Lindahl, Ella E., Appleton 
Johnson, M. Irene, St.Cloud Linden, Edna K., Belgrade 
Johnson, Mildred R., St.Cloud Lindgren, Blanche V., Eagle Bend 
Johnson, Myrtle H., Clear Lake Lindore, Hilma Heloise, Verndale 
Johnson, Olive B., Kimball Lindsley, Samuel E., Roosevelt 
Johnson, Pearl A., Willmar Lindstrand, Arnold G., Warren 
Johnson, Pearl M., Gardena, N. D. Lindt, Edith Claire, Sauk Rapids 
Johnson, Verner J., St.Cloud Linsley, Alice M., Willow River 
Jones, Amy Julia, Minneapolis Litchy, Katherine A., St.Cloud 
Jones, Eva Florence, Little Falls Little, Margaret E., Minneapolis 
Jorgenson, Bernice G., Starbuck Loe, Josephine I., Minneapolis 
Jorgenson, Dagmar, Ashby Luhring, Miranda C., Arlington 
Jorgenson, Emmet B., St. Cloud Lund, Annie, Pequot 
Julum, Anna, Aitkin Lund, Chester B., New London 
Kaun, Bertha A., Swanville Lundberg, Hildred C., Clarkfield 
Kavanaugh, Margaret M., Minneapolis Lynch, Florence K., Minneapolis 
Kempshall, Nelle M., Marshall Lynch, Mary (Mrs.) , Minneapolis 
Kind, Adella R., St.Cloud Lynne, Agnes M., Elbow Lake 
Kinsella, Mabel E., Sauk Centre McCadden, Gladys E., St.Cloud 
Kirkendale, Eleanore Fern, Minneapolis McCauley, Alice C., Minneapolis 
Kirkwold, Harriet Julia, Starbuck McCullough, Gladys M., Minneapolis 
Kittleson, Ella Lund, Madison McDonald r-Errol J., St.Cloud 
Klatt, Howard J., Osakis McGraw, Winifred E., Minneapolis 
Knudson, Esmer Charlotte, McIntosh, Edith Alice, Seattle, Wash. 
Pelican Rapids McKelvie, Anna Helen, Willmar 
Koch, Ruth Grace, Minneapolis McManus, Margaret M., St.Cloud 
Koehler, Frieda Helen, Long Prairie McPeek, Vivian Irene, Minneapolis 
Kohlhaas, Theresa, Carlos McQueen, Mary Jane, St.Cloud 
Kohlhase, Ruth Elmina, Bertha Mack, Ruth Geraldine, Minneapolis 
Kotchevar, Hilda, Ely Mallery, Sadie, Milaca 
Kotchevar, Marie F., Ely Maloney, Eva Marie, Farmington 
Krause, Juanita V., Burtrum Marsolek, Aloysius J., St.Cloud 
Kremer, Susan Angela, St.Cloud · Martin, Arsene James, St.Cloud 
Krueger, Theresa D., Westbrook Martin, Charlotte Meta, Grasston 
Kueter, Alice Vira, Breckenridge Martini, John Melvin, St.Cloud 
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Matchinsky, Winifred M., Fergus Falls 
Mathews, Hazel E., Canby 
Mattice, Florence A., Minneapolis 
Maursetter, Ruddella C., Clarkfield 
Mazurka, Mary Pearl, Minneapolis 
Meffert, Leonarde John, Arlington 
Meikle, Ruth Marian, Hancock 
Merman, Elsie Marian, St.Paul 
Meyer, Clara La Vern, Newport 
Miner, Virginia Parker, St.Cloud 
Mockenhaupt, Clara T., St.Cloud 
Modig, Ruth Othelia, St. Paul 
Mollan, Annie Lenora, Milaca 
Moorehead, Veneta Opal, Alberta 
Morch, Hattie May (Mrs.), Litchfield 
Morton, Jane Howard, St.Cloud 
Morton, Mabel C., St.Cloud 
Muncy, Thelma G., Royalton 
Murnane, Laura Lucy, St.Paul 
Murray, Florence M., Sandstone 
Murray, Grace E., Clearwater 
Murray, Susan 0., Wadena 
Narum, Inez Cross (Mrs.), Detroit 
Nason, Laura L., Glenwood 
Nelsen, Alice Mary, St.Paul 
Nelson, Agnes Mar,ie, Little Falls 
Nelson, Alpha Gladys, Boyd 
Nelson, Benhart 0., New London 
Nelson, Edfth Eveline, Osakis 
Nelson, Edna Helen, Faribault 
Nelson, Ellen Joanna, Crosby 
Nelson, Jennie Sophia, Little Falls 
Nelson, Leone Joyce, Minneapolis 
Nelson, Lloyd William, Alexandria 
Nelson, Louella Sarah, Darwin 
Nelson, Lucylle A., Minneapolis 
Nelson, Lydia Johanna, Pequot 
Nelson, Mabel Amanda, Alexandria 
Nelson, Ruth E., Kerkhoven 
Nordstrom, Edna Marie, Willmar 
Norvold, Florence V .. Volga, S. D. 
Nyberg, Pauline Anna, Cokato 
Nygaard, Merriam 0., Willmar 
Ohmann, Mathilda J., Albany 
Ollila, Aili Marie, Aurora 
Olson, Anna H., Spicer 
Olson, Arvilla Odeana, Bricelyn 
Olson, Edna G., Annandale 
Pahl, Martha Theresa, Hopkins 
Palmer, Carol B., Paynesville 
Palmquist, Margaret B., Litchfield 
Parks, Sylvia Viviene, Little Falls 
Parshall, Eleanor C., Cass Lake 
Pascoe, Evelyn Margaret, 
Republic, Mich. 
Paulson, Charlotte E., Two.Harbors 
Paulson, Gunhild, Minneapolis 
Pavlicek, Gladys B., Montevideo 
Pearson, Edna Adeline, Sandstone 
Pearson, Percy Enoch, Princeton 
Pederson, Liala M., Watertown, S. D. 
Peifer, Viola Mae, Litchfield 
Peik, Luella Charlotte, Brownton 
Peterson, Agnes M., Milltown, Wis. 
Peterson, Mabel Gladys, Minneapolis 
Peterson, Margaret E., St.Cloud 
Peterson, Muriel E., St.Paul 
Peterson, Nora Dorothy, St.Cloud 
Peterson, Pearl Marie, Chisago City 
Pfrimmer, Mary Jean, Chariton, Ia. 
Phillips, Bertha Joan, Minneapolis 
Phillips, Ruth Ellett, Minneapolis 
Plombon, Helen Eva, Foley 
Podoll, Alice Clara, Hanley Falls 
Podoll, Lilly Ida, Hanley Falls 
Poirier, Yvonne L., Los Angeles, Calif. 
Powers, Richard J., Mildred, Mont. 
Pratt, Gladys Marie, Anoka 
Prowizor, Marian L., Holdingford 
Putnam, Margaret H., St.Cloud 
Quigley, Eileen P., Ely 
Quinlan, Mary M., Bayport 
Randall, Wilhelmena M., Graceville 
Ravenscraft, Florence E., Hanover, Ill. 
Recktenwald, Lester, Hibbing 
Reine, Margaret, Brooten 
Reinert, Adeline B., St.Cloud 
Remer, Jacob, Minneapolis 
Ridgway, Russell A., Belgrade 
Risda!l, Gertie J., West Concord 
Risse!, Anna, Glencoe 
Rivkin, Bessie E., Minneapolis 
Robbers, Hermione, St.Cloud 
Robideau, Isabella F. (Mrs.), Princeton 
Robinson, Mavis G., Mission 
Roble, Armella A., Minneapolis 
Roche, Mary Theresa, Crookston Olsen, Hazel R., Little Falls 
Olson, Irene Esther, Ortonville 
Olson, Knute Leonard, Eveleth 
Olson, Lillian C., Chokio 
Olson, Lillian L., Osakis 
Olson, Mildred I., Osakis 
' Roe, Constance S., Kensington 
Rolle, Paul Anthony, Hinckley 
Romanson, Ruth Valborg, Aitkin 
Rosenberger, Ralph H., St.Cloud 
Ross, Marion T., Montrose 
Olson, Minerva B .. Parkers Prairie 
Olson, Newman E., Osakis 
Omacht, Clara C., St.Cloud 
Onstad, Florence (Mrs.), Pine City 
Osborn, Lloyd William, Alexandria 
Ostby, Mathilda, McIntosh 
Ostreim, Hannah B., Osakis 
Paarmann, Lillian V., Wadena 
Rude, Esther Clara, McGregor 
Rude, Theodora ·o., S. St.Paul 
Russell, Evelyn Jane, St. Vincent 
Ryan, Helen Lucille, St.Cloud 
Ryan, Mary Elizabeth, Minneapolis 
Sahlstrom, Gust, Milaca 
Sahlstrom, Russell A., Milaca 
Samuelson, Lillian E., North Branch 
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Sanders, Ella Mirabelle, Ortonville Stack, Dorothie E., St.Paul 
Sanstead, Gretchen M., Garfield Stanek, Marie Cornelia, Minneapolis 
Sanstead , Lois A., Garfield Stanley, Melba Audrey, Kimball • 
Sartell, Faye E. , Sartell Starner, Hazel Irene, Elbow Lake 
Sauter, Edna C., Excelsior Stauffer, Edris Vera, Glenwood 
Sauter, Mildred F., Hutchinson Stevens, Frances J., Alexandria 
Scanlon, Alice M., Maple Lake Stevens, William H., Wadena 
Schaefer, Bernice J., Minneapolis Stillwell, Kenneth F ., Little Falls 
Schaefer, Hazel M., Buffalo Strand, Orrin Harvin, New London 
Scheltens, Grace, Raymod Street, Grace, Sturgeon Lake 
Schiedinger, William S., St.Cloud Strom, Lillie E ., Minneapolis 
Schindler, Hannah J ., Minneapolis Swanson, Lydia C., Enfield 
Schmidt, Pearl Alma, Swanville Swanson, Ruth Florence, N. St. Paul 
Schneider, Agnes G., Eden Valley Syck, Evelyn Alberta, Fergus Falls 
Schobert, Lissette, St.Cloud Taylor, Frances E., Appleton 
Schwandt, Charlotte L., Templeton, Ruth M., Brainerd 
Rochester, N. Y. Thieman, Irene C., Fairmont 
Schwartz, Helen H., Royalton Thorson, Bernice J.; Minneapolis 
Schweiger, Margaret E ., Thursdale, Murray C., St.Cloud 
Watertown, S. D. Tise, Alma Teresa, Melrose 
Schwinghamer, Carolyn A., Tise, Delia Margaret; Melrose 
Richardton, N. D. Torgerson, Gertrude 0., Milan 
Scott, Beulah Mabel, Two Harbors Tranah, Ernamae, · Two Harbors 
Scott, Olive Ella, Eagle Bend Trogen, Evelyn Anne, Enfield 
Seadlund, Judith L., Pillager Troyer, Francis R., St.Cloud 
Seifert, Lorinda E., St.Cloud Truman, Dorothy G., Two Harbors 
Sellen, De Vere, Luverne Truman, Lillian Bell, Two Harbors 
Severson, Evelyn D., Clitherall Trumble, Olive B., Excelsior 
Shea, Muri Marie, Kimball Trumbull, Maude M., Lisbon, N. D. 
Sheets, Stuart, Villard Tucker, Mary Alice, Tintah 
Shelstad, Marshall D., Clarissa Ulvestad, Martha L., Morris 
Siems, Helen Bertha, Chaska Urness, Viola E., Alexandria 
Silker, Lucile Marie, Spring Valley Veeder, Hilda May, Sauk Centre 
Simmers, Christina G. , St.Cloud Veloy, Blanche Marie, Chokio 
Sirens, Blanche C., Milaca Vitalis, Nina Marjorie, Shafer 
Sister M. Assumpta Gertken, St.Joseph Vogel, Rose Helen, Crosby 
Sister M. Claire Lynch, Eau Claire, Wis. Voss, Gordon Oscar, Paynesville 
Sister M. Cortona Justen, St.Cloud Wagner, Clara Mary, Lake City 
Sister M. Ethel Cushing, Wagner, Grace Melva, Onamia 
Eau Claire, Wis. Wahlroos, Aino S., Minneapolis 
Sister M. Josepha Walz, St.Joseph Walburn, Mollie Ellis, Grey Eagle 
Sister M. LaureliaOechsner, Collegeville Walker, Averil Joy, Aldrich 
Sister M. Leona Ryan, Eau Claire, Wis. Walser, Helen Louise, No. St.Paul 
Sister M. Loraine Tracy, St.Cloud Walters, Lydia A., Mora 
Slatterly, Nellie E., Rochester Warford, Irene, Ortonville 
Slotsve, Alice Jeanette, Ashby Watson, Leonora A., Clarissa 
Smith, Blanche M., Litchfield Watson, Mildred E., Howard Lake 
Smith, Grace, St.Cloud Weber, Helen L., Minneapolis 
Smith, Grace C., Clearwater Weir, Barbara M., Minneapolis 
Smith, Hila G., Anoka Welter, Wilfred A. , St.Cloud 
Smith, Lettie R., Gilmanton, Wis. Welton, Agnes E., Maple Lake 
Smith, Lucile Marie, Onamia Whalen, Mollie Alice, Stephen 
Smith, Mildred Elaine, Deerwood Whigam, Lucy W., Pipestone 
Smith, Myrtle Eileen, Windom Wiley, Effie, St.Cloud 
Smollett, Doris Julia, Minneapolis Williams, Clement Roy, St. Cloud 
Solem, Constance F., Windom Willis, Ursula J., Marietta 
Solum, Genevieve C., Osakis Winch, Grace E., Minneapolis 
Sommerville, Agnes T., Pipestone Wisniewski, Florence P., Foley 
Soshnik, Esther M., Montrose Wolf, Esther Marie, Jordan 
Souer, Martha F.·, Grand Forks, N . D. Wolf, Gertrude Lavina, Minneapolis 
Sparrow, Edna Murille, Sauk Rapids Wood, Adele Grace, Grey Eagle 
Spindler, Myrtle Clare, Ogilvie Woodward, Hazel Elena, Minneapolis 
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Yager, Alice R., Howard Lak<> 
Young, Mary Olive, Royalton 
Zabel, Isla Juliana, Deer Creek 
Zabel, Lillian A., Hutchinson 
Zahler, Mary Anastasia, Melros~ 
Ziegler, Alice Julia, Brook Park 
Zimmerman, Ethel Lenora, Blackduck 
Zrust, Margaret J., Hopkins 
Zuponcic, Josephine M., Aurora 
FIFTH-YEAR CLASS 
Five-Year Class 
Alexander, Theresa J., St.Cloud 
Bratt, Hulda Elvera, St.Paul 
Diger, Minnie C., St.Cloud 
Edes, Hazel Mae, Parkers Prairie 
Groth, Lillian E., St.Cloud 
Hage, Alma, Ladysmith, Wis. 
Haubrich, Clare C., I:>anube 
Jennison, Violet, Minneapolis 
Jensen, Lucie E., Clearbrook 
Johnson, Lewis E., Evansville 
Olson, Anna, St.Cloud 
Olson, Helen S., St.Cloud 
Olson, Olive, St.Cloud 
Osterberg, Agnes E., Farwell 
Ottum, Gladys J., St.Cloud 
Pogreba, Anton, St.Cloud 
Reinholdson, Lillian, Sandstone 
Riley, Mary Wahl (Mrs.), St. Cloud 
Smith, Carrie L., Garfield 
Sorenson, Laura E., Becker 
Wesslen, Palma M., Cedar 
Whitaker, Dorothy Q., Rockville 
Whitney, Lucile F., St.Cloud 
JUNIOR CLASS 
Two-Year Course 
Aasen, Magdalene Louise, Cyrus 
Abraham, Inez Arline, Lindstrom 
Adams, Juliet Marguerite, St.Cloud 
Adams, Lois Mae, Fort Ripley , 
Adickes, Esther Albertina, Montrose 
Albrecht, Helen Leona, Morgan 
Aldrich, Alice Viola, Buffalo 
Aleckson, Nellie J. (Mrs.), Clear Lake 
Alexander, Delsa Genevieve, Brooten 
Allen, Leona May, St. Hilaire 
Allison, Frances Viola, Waubun 
Ames, Elsie, Verndale 
Amundson, Selma, Stillwater 
Anderson, Albert Andrews, Cokato 
Anderson, Alice Anabel, Elk River 
Anderson, Alice Marcella, Grove City 
Anderson, Carl J ., Barnum 
Anderson, Edna Charlotte, Barnum 
Anderson, Edna Lucille, Minneapolis 
Anderson, Ella E., Becker 
Anderson, Gertrude S., St.Cloud 
Anderson, Helen N., Granada 
Anderson, Helen R., Pillager 
Anderson,. Hulda M., Holdingford 
Anderson, John M., Kimball 
Anderson, Lillian M., North Branch 
Anderson, Mabel A., Pillager 
Anderson, Maybelle R., Granada 
Anderson, Mildred A., Burtrum 
Anderson, Natalie A., Hutchinson 
Anderson, Neal Moody, Alexandria 
Anderson, Olga J., St.Cloud 
Anderson, Olive L., Willmar 
Anderson, Raymond A., Princeton 
Anderson, Sylvia J., New London 
Anderson, Vivian M., Swanville 
Anding, Myrtle P., Lake City 
Anfinson, Joseph S., Milaca 
Archer, Ethel Fern, Wadena 
Armitage, Naomi E., Minneapolis 
Armstrong, Sylvia H., Minneapolis 
Arnestad, Sophia R., Echo 
Arny, Amelia E., Newport 
Ashbaugh, Lester F., Murdock 
Asplund, Esther 0., Hopkins 
Babcock, Marjorie H., Dundas 
Backes, Loretta S., Cold Spring 
Baier, Aurelia, Jordan 
Baier, Dora M., Jordan 
Bailey, Bess E., Pillager 
Bailey, Mable Anna, Glencoe 
Bain, Inez L., Royalton 
Baker, Ethel M., Hancock 
Baker, Goldie M., St.Paul 
Balme, Rose 0., McGregor 
Barchenger, Olga R., Long Prairie 
Bard, Gertrude Carolyn, Anoka 
Barker, Marion V., Browns Valley 
Barrett, Agnes Ethel, St.Cloud 
Barrett, Helen T., St.Cloud 
Barrett, Mildred L, Grey Eagle 
Bauerley, Irene M., Foley 
Bauman, Carola Dorothy, Minneapolis 
Bednark, Bessie Lucy, Little Falls 
Bell, Raymond Marquit, Clearwater 
Benarek, Eleanor V., Minneapolis 
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Bergeson, Marie A., New London 
Bergstrom, Anna E., Cambridge 
Bergstrom, Esther E., Cambridge 
Bergstrom, Mildred E., Crookston 
Bey, Cora Ottelia, Minneapolis 
Eichner, Anne, Stillwater 
Billings, Mark Edson, St.Paul 
Bixby, Ethel Maude, Kimball 
Bjondal, Alice, Verndale 
Bjorkstrant, Irene A. , Cokato 
Bjornberg, Violet F. ; Willmar 
Black, Lillian M., Warren · 
Blaha, Marion Jay, Wadena 
Blaske, Marguerite R., Rice 
Block, Erna Hertha, St.Cloud 
Bloomstrand, Lillian C., Hastings 
Blume, Clara R ., Hutchinson 
Bock, Adeline S. , Albany 
Bohls, Ella Anna, Watkins 
Bolt, Annalee M., St.Paul 
Bond, Beatrice L., Minneapolis 
Boody, Helen M., Minneapolis 
Booker, Cecil E., Bain 
Boos, Fred Louis, St.Cloud 
Bordsen, Agnes M., Osakis 
Borman, Chauncey N., 
Abercrombie, N. D. 
Born, Margaret E., Minneapolis 
Bothne, Gisle John, Pequot 
Bowden, Blanche Hazel, Herman 
Bowden, Ellen Clara, Herman 
Boxrud, Helene, Erskine 
Boyer, Alexander R., Beltrami 
Boylan, Kathleene Rose, Watertown 
Brandley, Donald M., St.Cloud 
Brandley, Howard P .. St.Cloud 
Brandtner, Eleanor C., Spring Park 
Branley, Grace C., Melrose 
Brassard, Alvira M., Walker 
Bratberg, Agnes E., Minneapolis 
Brauch, Harold N., St.Cloud 
Braun, Mae Ethel, Danube 
Bredfield, Cora Marie, Little Falls 
Breiland, Marvina C., Bruno 
Brenden, Agnes T ., Starbuck 
Brenden, Cora M., Starbuck 
Brennan, Cecelia A., Adrian 
Brennan, Margaret C., Adrain 
Bresnahan, Cornelia E. , St.Cloud 
Broden, Evelyn C. , Crookston 
Brooks, Bernice E ., Elk River 
Brophy, Theresa M., Sauk Centre . 
Brown, Edna Angeline, Sauk Centre 
Brown, Helen A., St.Cloud 
Bruckshen, Anna G., Freeport 
Brummel, Kathryn C., Hastings 
Bruzek, Louise Eleanore, New Prague 
Bryant, Dorothy A., South Haven 
Bryant, Helen, Taylors Falls 
Bryant, Marvella M., Monticello 
Bublitz, Agnes E ., Winnebago 
Buchanan, Winifred P. , Perham 
Buehler, Mary Lacretia, Minneapolis 
Buethe, Lucylle E., Paynesville 
Bullard, Dorothy, Villard 
Burgdorf, Clarence G., White Bear Lake 
Burnett, Ruth Viola, Eagle Bend 
Byllemos, Blanche L., Little Falls 
Caba, Tillie Rita, Waubun 
Cafferty, Marie C., St.Paul 
Cain, Mary Ellen, Ponemah 
Callahan, Alice M., St.Paul 
Campbell, Cecilia E. , Watertown 
Campbell, Mary E., Sauk Rapids 
Carlin, Charles W., Clear Lake 
Carlson, Alma C., St.Cloud 
Carlson, Clarice T ., Morris 
Carlson, Evelyn H., Milaca 
Carlson, Lily M., Crosby 
Carpenter, Frank H ., Fergus Falls 
Carpenter, George E., Kimball 
. Carpenter, Merla M., Fergus Falls 
Carrigan, Ruth Sarah, Glencoe 
Carter, Sylvia E., St.Cloud 
Cary, Eva Berniece, Bertha 
Cassidy, Alice Rose, Eden Valley 
Cater, Edna Mildred, St.Cloud 
Cearlock, Chloreen, Bertha 
Chalmers, Peggy I., Minneapolis 
Chapman, Dorothy Jane, St.Paul 
Chapman, France~ E., Eagle Bend 
Chappell, Lucille J., Parkers Prairie 
Chase, Clara Mae, Staples 
Chelgren, Esther L., Moose Lake 
Chisholm, Anna M., Paynesville 
Chisholm, Doris M., Paynesville 
Christianson, Bertha A., Madison 
Chubb, Katherine G., Minneapolis 
Clapp, Frances M. , Appleton 
Clayton, Bernice H., Minneapolis 
Clemans, Mildred K., Staples 
Clitty, Myrtle Ruby, Becker 
Cloud, Ida May, Montevideo 
Clymer, Helen E ., Niles, Mich. 
Clymer, Marion G., Niles, Mich. 
Cockburn, Margaret J ., Villard 
Coen, Dorotha E., Minneapolis 
Colby, Rose Janet, Shovel Lake 
Collins, Anne Elexia, Monticello 
Collins, Mary L. (Mrs.), Monticello 
Comstock, Claude E., Bertha 
Condon, Alice Ellen, Hopkins 
Conger, Benjamin F., Becker 
Cooper, Myrtle Enid, Pequot 
Cornell, Alvah R., Bertha 
Cox, Asenath M., Clear Lake 
Crolley, Agnes M., Minneapolis 
Crosby, Miriam L., Buhl 
Crumpacker, Noble S., Mora 
Cuddigan, Agatha G., Anoka 
Culligan, Florence M. , St.Paul 
Culligan, Gladys L., St.Paul 
Current, Ada Beatrice, Bertha 
Custer, Vera Ella, Howard Lake 
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Cyrus, Leonard Aaron, Hewitt . 
Czarnetzki, Laura 0., Sauk Rapids 
Daily, Gladys Mary, Mound 
Daily, Loleta S., Plato 
Dallman, Carroll M., Elk River 
Danielson, Amelia E., Cyrus 
Danielson, Edward F., Wadena 
Danielson, Judith B. (Mrs.), Dunnell 
Davenport, Esther May, Fergus Falls 
Davenport, Ida Louise, Fergus Falls 
Davies, Marion E ., Alexandria 
Davies, Ernest, Alexandria 
Davies, Marjorie E., Big Lake 
Davies, Vivian J., Big Lake 
Davies, Helen E., Little Falls 
Davis, Ruth Mae, South Haven 
Davison, Loiva Meron, St.Paul 
Dayton, Bernice E., Minneapolis 
DeLay, Abbie Miner, St.Cloud 
DeLong, Dudley Deforest, Hutchinson 
Denne, Hildegard F., St.Cloud 
Dennis, Dorothy Clay, Minneapolis 
Derby, Mabel Irene, Elbow Lake 
Dignan, Margaret E., Waverly 
Dinndorf, Elizabeth L., Albany 
Dobbyn, Clara (Mrs.), Backus 
Dodds, James Merritt, Wadena 
Dokken, Josephine, Minneapolis 
Donohue, Florence, St.Cloud 
Dorenkemper, Helen C., Waubun 
Dredge, Florence I., Sandstone 
Dreis, Agnes J., Paynesville 
Dresser, Bernice Ella, Wadena 
Dresser, Mildred Maude, Wadena 
Drewes, Luella H ., Spring Valley 
Drury, Lillian Mary, Prentice, Wis. 
Dueber, Lois Rose, St.Cloud 
Dugan, Eva Ellin, Princeton 
Dunkel, Rosalia Marie, Sauk Rapids 
Dunn, Winnifred Mary, Minneapolis 
Dunton, Reva, Annandale 
Dynon, Dan Robert, Annandale 
Dyson, Dorothea F., Hill City· 
Dzieweczynski, Pollie V. , Holdingford 
Ebert, Emma Agnes, Brewster 
Eckman, Maurito Otto, St.Cloud 
Eckman, Olga Elida, Foley 
Eckman, Violet Cevera, Grove City 
Egertson, Hagbard Odin, St.Cloud 
Eich, Mary Crecentia, Little Falls 
Eide, John Leonard, Minneapolis 
Eidem, Nickolai, Marietta 
Ekema, Grace W., Hancock 
Eklund, Thilda Maria, Cambridge 
Elder, Vera Lucille, Eagle Bend 
Elfes, Kathryn E., Cloquet 
Ellingson, Hanna L., Brooten 
Elliott, Ruth E., Monticello 
Ellis, Margaret R., Wadena 
Elvig, Beulah, Little Falls 
Emilson, Theresa Gertrude, Brainerd 
Enestvedt, Richard T., Sacred Heart 
Engebretson, Frances I., Elbow Lake 
Enright, Lucille K., Eden Valley 
Erickson, Clinton Joel, Warren 
Erickson, Edna E., Minneapolis 
Erickson, Elsie Marie, Brainerd 
Erickson, Laura M., Eagle Bend 
Erickson, Lillie Caspara, Kandiyohi 
Erickson, Ruth A., Brainerd · 
Erickson, Verna E., Starbuck 
Esterman, Florence M ., Bertha 
Ewing, William G.,-Glenwood 
Eystad, Hazel A., Willmar 
Faucher, Agnes M., St.Cloud 
Fawcett, Esther E. (Mrs.), Minneapolis 
Feeney, Florence M., Glenwood 
Feig, Irene Anna, Atwater 
Felthous, Leonore Aileen, St.Paul 
Fiergolla, Julia Anna; Sauk Rapids 
Findsen, Walda E., Staples 
Finney, Ellen M., Brainerd 
Fischer, Louise E., Sauk Rapids 
Fisher, Judith E., Webster Groves, Mo. 
Fiske, Myrtle M., Monticello 
Fitzgerald, Margaret A., Alexandria 
Flygare, William C., North Branch 
Flynn, Thelma I., Alexander, N. D. 
Foelschow, Elsie B., Farwell 
Foltmer, Helen D., St.Cloud 
Forbregd, Jennie L., Osakis 
Fortier, Conrad, Waubun 
Foss, Vera M., Montevideo 
Fourre, Lucille P., Litchfield 
Fouts, Thelma F., Big Sandy, Mont. 
Fowlds, Mabel H., Palisade 
Frank, Teresa C., St.Cloud 
Freborg, Ann H., Minneapolis 
Freeberg, Gertrude A., St.Cloud 
Fricker, Alice M., St. Hilaire 
Friedricks, Hildegarde C., Waite Park 
Frodel, Marie A., Waterville 
Frost, Beryl Walter, Onamia 
Fruth, Anne Mary, Albany 
Fry, Verna Muriel, St.Cloud 
Frye, Iona Ruth, Osakis 
Fryckholm, Tillie, Hastings 
Fuchs, Mary Laura, St.Cloud 
Fuhre, Margaret S., St.Cloud 
Fulford, Ivis L., Verndale 
· Furstneau, Louise A., Thief River Falls 
Furstneau, Ruth E., Thief River Falls 
Gaffney, Mable A., Glenwood 
Gale, Mary Alice, St.Cloud 
Gallagher, Anna J., Delano 
Gallagher, Ione M., St.Cloud 
Gallock, Gladys E., St.Cloud 
Galvin, Julia C., Duxbury 
Gandrud, Agnes M., Sunbury 
Gavin, Anna Mae, St.Paul 
Gehrke, Sylvia W., Lucan 
Geisness, Myrtle V., Brandon 
George, Veronica Rose, St.Cloud 
Gerstenkorn, Dora Marie, Georgeville 
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Gesme, Anna Marguerite, Hastings 
Gesme, Marguerite A., Paynesville 
Gibney, Mary Ann, Motley . 
Gimse, Lillian Agnes, Virginia 
Gjerde, Thilda Angvarda, Alexandria 
Gleason, Alice D., Wadena 
Glidden, Ambrose, Elk River 
Glynn, Genevieve M., Maple Lake 
Goblirsch, Helen M., St.Cloud 
Goblirsch, Lidwina R., St.Cloud 
Goebel, Bonnie L ., Sandstone 
Goetten, Margaret L., St.Cloud 
Gohman, Mabel M., Clear Lake 
Goldberg, Pascha M., Minneapolis 
Good, Olga, St.Cloud 
Goodman, Fanny L., Paynesville 
Goodrich, Cora Etta, Pillager 
Gorman, Irene E., Cushing 
Gossman, Martha E .. Crookston 
Granger, Roland M., Minneapolis 
Griesbach, Ethel A., St.Cloud 
Griffin, Horatio Hoyt, Marietta 
Griffin, Ralph W., Marietta 
Grindall, Anna Kathryn, Walker 
Grover, Agnes L., Eibow Lake 
Grover, Donovan, Ashby 
Grunloh, Gertrude A., Avon 
Gumper, Marie M., Becker 
Gustafson, Edith M., Spicer 
Haase, Alma Selma, Bertha 
Haase, Henry, Bertha 
Hadersbeck, Josephine S., St.Cloud 
Hagan, Ruth C., New London 
Hagberg, Elsie M., Brainerd 
Hagney, Marie E., Rosemount 
Hagstrom, Hazel M., Lowry 
Hakel, Gladys E., Silver Lake 
Hall, Frank E., Veblen, S. D . 
Hallbom, Clare M., Atwater 
Halliday, Una G., St.Cloud 
Halverson, Dora G., Forest Lake 
Halverson, Olga E., Milaca 
Halvorson, Ruth May, Atwater 
Hammar, Marvin W., Alexandria 
Hancock, Betty M., Dent 
Hannafin, Mary Ann, Minneapolis 
Hansen, Inez M., Mora 
Hansen, John E., St.Cloud 
Hansen, Leora H ., Louisburg 
Hansen, Mae E., Wood Lake 
Hansen, Margaret Marie, St.Cloud 
Hansen, Rose Marie, St.Paul 
Hanson. Clara E., Chokio 
Hanson, Jessie L ., Alexandria 
Hanson, Pearl, Annandale 
Hanson, Ruth 0., Anoka 
Hanson, Sena, Redtop 
Harapat, Fred, Brook Park 
Hardy, Mayme C., Mankato 
Hardy, Tessie M., Mankato 
Harren, Barbara Marie, Freeport 
Harris, Nellie C., St.Clo:.id 
Hart, Anna Marie, St.Cloud 
Hartfelder, Bernard P., Elk River 
Hatelid, Lillie Alice, St.Cloud 
Haugen, Elsie E., St.Cloud 
Haugen, Ida H ., Clarkfield 
Hazard, Lillian A., Excelsior 
Heegar<l, George E., Starbuck 
Heid, Bertha A., St.Cloud 
Heise, Lina V., Red Wing 
Heisel, Clementine E., Little Falls 
Hendstrand, Irene S., Paynesville 
Hengemuehle, Regina A., Long Prairie 
Henning, Paul H., St.Cloud 
Herron, Loretta Grace, Watertown 
Herzberg, Irma Lorraine, St.Cloud 
Hesley, Laura May, Becker 
Hester, Donald Raymond, Sauk Rapids 
Hewitt, Merle Carolynn, Kimball 
Hiemenz, Alvina M., St.Cloud 
Hilder, Elsie V., St.Cloud 
Hilger, Julia Mary, Roscoe 
Hill, Elmo Henry, Paynesville 
Hillman, Viola Adeline, Mora 
· Hilpert, Elmer Ernest, Bertha 
Hjelm, Ruth Amelia, St.Cloud 
Hlinka, Emma Kathryn, Buffalo' 
Hodgin, Lillian Ruth, St.Cloud 
Hodgin, Lizabeth B., St.Cloud 
Hodgin, Louise Delight, Ogilvie 
Hoefer, Agnes Julia, Isle 
Hoffman, Terese C., Minneota 
Hohman, Adelaide Minora, Rice 
Holm, Millie Isabelle, Aldrich 
Holman, Elsie Mabel, Sauk Centre 
Holmberg, Evelyn Mildred, Minneapolis 
Homme, Selma Emelia, Glenwood 
Hooker, Clifford Ernest, Brook Park 
Hopland, Hilda J., Lakefield 
Hopper, Irene, Virginia 
Horton, Lucille Mary, Sauk Rapids 
Hosford, Ethel Frances, Benson 
Hoskins, Ellwod P., St.Cloud 
Hoy, Agnes Genevieve, Minneapolis 
Hoy, Rose Helen, Minneapolis 
Hoyt, Neil Freeland, St.Cloud 
Huber, Katherine E;, Hopkins 
Huber, Wilhelmina M., Minneapolis 
Huckenpoehler, Margaret, Foreston 
Hudek, Frances Mary, Maple Lake 
Hudek, Teresa Anne, Maple Lake 
Hughes, Grace Rose, DeGraff 
Hughes, John Arthur, 
Willow Lakes, S. D. 
Hunt, Roy Francis, Kilkenny 
Huntington, Cunegunda, Glencoe 
Hurst, Florence May, Glenwood 
Huset, Agnes Marie, Minneapolis 
Huseth, Norma Viola, Elbow Lake 
Hutchings, Fern Beatrice, Sleepy Eye 
Hutchings, Mercy Frances, Sleepy Eye 
Hynes, Alice Adelaide, St.Cloud 
Hyslop, Beverly Mae, Sauk Rapids 
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Imholte, Colette Anna, Clear Lake 
Ingebrigtson, Sara M., Minneapolis 
Irish, Katherine F., Sauk Centre 
Irisfield, Eileen M., Browerville 
Isaacson, Kristine R., Lamberton 
Israelson, Hazel E., New York Mills 
Jack, Addie Belle, Crow Wing 
Jackson, Rena G., Onamia 
Jacobson, Minnie J., Montevideo 
Jacobson, Nora A., Madison 
Jahn, Edna Hattie, Sauk Rapids 
Jarrett, Ruth Lenora, Eden Prairie 
Jarvela, Albert Allen, Sandstone 
Jenkins, Edna May, Anoka 
Jensen, Clara Violet, New London 
Jensen, Lillie Ida, New London 
Jensen, Myrtle Irene, Clear Lake 
Jernberg, Mildred L., St.Paul 
Johnson, Edith Clara, North Branch 
Johnson, Edna Edith, Atwater 
·Johnson, Edythe Helen, Mora 
Johnson, Emil W., St.Cloud 
Johnson, Ernest L., Elbow Lake 
Johnson, Eunice Viola, Benson 
Johnson, Eveline J., Minneapolis 
Johnson, Evelyn S., Aitkin 
Johnson, Florence E., Clear Lake 
Johnson, Grace B., Minneapolis 
Johnson, Inez Harriet, Mayer 
Johnson, Irene, Minneapolis 
Johnson, Irene Lillian, Ironton 
Johnson, Jennie Marie, Little Falls 
Johnson, Laurenza C., Paynesville 
Johnson,"Lawrence Carl, Wayzata 
Johnson, Lillian J., Becker 
Johnson, Mabel N., Willmar 
Johnson, Mildred E. , New London 
Johnson, Minnie Eldora, St.Cloud 
Johnston, Esther S., St.Cloud 
Johnston, Theckla R ., Canby 
Jones, Walter William, Atwater 
Joyce, Marcella Anne, Stillwater 
Just, Hertha Alma, Boyd 
Kaeberle, Doris Edna, St.Cloud 
Kallin, Signe E., St.Cloud 
Kampmeyer, Carolyn C., Alberta 
Karstens, Lauise G. (Mrs.), Glencoe 
Kaslow, Opal Margaret, Minneapolis 
Kaun, Myrtle Hulda, Swanville 
Kavanagh, Ernest M., Murdock 
Keaveny, John B., St.Cloud 
Keefe, Constance E., Foley 
Keefe, Genevieve B., Morton , 
Keeley, Margaret N. , Crookston 
Keller, Florence, St.Cloud 
Keller, Florence B., Menahga 
Kelly, Thomas M., Murdock 
Kemski, Martha L., Waconia 
Keniston, Dorothy E., Minneapolis 
Ketten, Evelyn L. , Detroit 
Kildahl, Phoebe, Minneapolis 
Kilgard, Grace E., Clear Lake 
Kingsley, Eria Myrine, Bain 
Kingsley, Minnie Timme (Mrs.), St. Paul 
Kinney, Fern Emma, Winnebago 
Kirwin, Ella Julia, Morris 
Kissner, Hazel Marie, Graceville 
KjeldergaaTd, Ada C., Cushing 
Kleberg, Myrtle M., Willmar 
Kloeppner, Emma H., Clearwater 
Knapp, Janet Murcy, Big Lake 
Knapp, Jessie Vida, Paynesville 
Knight, Evelyn F., Benson 
Knobbs, Geneva Mary, Clear Lake 
Knutsen, Adelaide R., St.Cloud 
Knutsen, Delphine D., St.Cloud 
Knutsen, Mabel Emilie, Belgrade 
Knutson, Martha, Hutchinson 
Kosel, Mary J., Waite Park 
Krebsbach, Theodore J., St.Cloud 
Kremer, Hildegard M., St.Cloud 
Krieg, Louise Cornelia, Sauk Rapids 
Kritzeck, Isabelle Ann, Howard Lake 
Kronenberg, Agnes F., Kimball 
Krousey, Alma Gladys, Swanville 
Kummert, Charlotte Anne, Little Falls 
Kurtz, Gertrude A., Atwater 
Kvistad, J ennie 0., Echo 
LaLonde, Clarence C., Gilbert 
Ladwig, Marion A., Paynesville 
Lahde, Eleanore C., New York Mills 
Lamb, Gertrude D., Zumbro Falls 
Lamborn, Merle, Remington, Indiana 
Landaal, Lester F., Pease 
Landru, Floy Oriska, Minneapolis 
Langenbacher, Gladys H., Wadena 
Lanning, Myrtle E. , Ames, Ia. 
Lano, Annette F., Annandale 
Larsen, Evelyn Grace, Minneapolis 
Larsen, Thelma S., Minneapolis 
Larson, Edith Claribel, Belgrade 
Larson, Frances Marie, Clarkfield 
Larson, Hattie B., Chokio 
Larson, Lulu E., Winthrop 
Larson, Mildred V., Minneapolis 
Larson, Ray Wells, St.Cloud 
Latterell, Helen Marie, Foley 
Latterell, Iola Grace, Foley 
Lauer, Leo J ., St.Cloud 
Laughlin, Helen E., DeGraff 
Lawrence, Grace L., Minneapolis 
Leaf, Everett, Minneapolis 
Lee, Dorthy Juliette, Montevideo 
Lee, Hazel G., Madison 
Lee, Marie V., Madison 
Lee, Teresa Helen, Alberta 
Leef, Frances 0., Pine River 
Lehmeier, Lucetta E., St.Cloud 
Lehner, Dora Ruth, Sebeka 
Leighton, Hazel T., Decatur, Mich. 
Lenarz, Albert J., Albany 
Lien, Bertha 0 ., Starbuck 
Lien, Nielen C., Blackduck 
Lindberg, Agnes M. , Willmar 
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Lindberg, Ida Eleanor, Willmar Meurer, Marie C., Bird Island 
Lindman, Jennie B., Anoka Mikkelson, Ethel A., Clontarf 
Lindquist, Martha E., Cloquet Miller, Henry, Waubun 
Link, Barbara H., Beardsley Miller, Viola J., Paynesville 
Linn, Hannah E :, Brainerd Miner, Dorothy E., Wabasha 
Linnemann, Edmund L .• St.Joseph Misbe, Jessie F., St.Cloud 
Linster, Edward, Freeport Mitchell, Hazeldean, Mahnomen 
Logelin, Frances B., St. Bonifacius Mix, Dorothy R., Mayer 
Lohnbakken, Jessie L., St.Cloud Moeller, Adella A., Rosemount 
Lommel, Gertrude A., St.Cloud Moen, Helen J., Murdock 
Longwell, Joyce I., Kimball Moen, Tillie K. (Mrs.), Norwood 
Loomis, Laura May, St.Cloud Mollerstrom, Melinda A., Henning 
Loso, Lorraine A., St.Joseph Monroe, Ruby E., Foley 
Losse, Cecyle, Oslo Monson, Ethel Lillian, Aitkin 
Lowry, Winifred M., Fergus Falls Montgomery, Donna Mercedes, Hill City 
Loza, Julia J., Royalton Moran, Genevieve I., Delano 
Lucking, Margie B., Perham Moran, Margaret E., Delano 
Lum, Edith Marion, Staples Morrison, Cecile, Brainerd 
Lund, Deborah T., Twin Valley Morrison, Margaret M., St.Cloud 
Lund, Marion W., Atwater Mortenson, Evelyn, Swanville 
Lundin, Eileen V., Ironton Moshier, Arloine F., Monticello 
Lundstrom, Alice M., Browns Valley Muckenhirn, Clara A., Delano 
Lynn, Betty 0., New Germany Mueller, Regina, Arlington 
McArthur, Norene G., Hancock Mulvey, Kathryn A., East Grand Forks 
McCallum, Esther K., Hastings Narum, Helen Irene, Erskine 
McCallum, Florence Grace, Hastings Nash, Florence M., Robbinsdale 
McCartney, Ralph L., Ogilvie Nehring, Kenneth L., Paynesville 
McCormick, Agnes M., Hutchinson Neils, Verona L., Sauk Rapids 
McCormick, Florence A., St.Cloud Nelson, Alvin Hugo, Evansville 
McDowell, Carl Clinton, Wadena Nelson, Audrey C., St.Cloud 
McGrath, Cathryn Mary, Rush City Nelson, Doris E., Foreston 
McGuire, Lucille K., St.Paul Nelson, George B.; Kimball 
McGuire, Margaret E., Cass Lake Nelson, Hannah J., Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 
McHugh, Charles R., Villard Nelson, Mabel S., Rush City 
McHugh, Jennings B., Villard Nelson, Maebel T., Faribault 
McHugh, Thelma E. (Mrs)., Villard Nelson, Martha J. (Mrs.), Clarissa 
McKechnie, Russell J., Gilbert Nelson, Melvie M., Sand~tone 
McKenzie, Gladys Mae (Mrs)., Sartell Nelson, Mildred E., Oak Park 
MacRayne, Pauline J., Anoka Nelson, Ruth Marie, Elk River 
Mahlum, Howard J ., Brainerd Nelson, Thelma A., Ogilvie 
Maihs, Martha A., St.Cloud Nelson, Theodore 0., Evansville 
Maloney, William H., Villard Newman, Ethel, Willmar 
Mandigo, Lina Lois, Braddock, N. D. Niedzielski, Clement A., Gilman 
Marihart, Louise Agnes, Bruno Niskern, Minnie V., St.Cloud 
Markham, Margie (Mrs.), Parkers Prairie Njus, Margaret L., Pennock 
Martin, Alma Ethelyn, Pillager N oeske, Helen Anna, Bertha 
Martin, Bruce Clifford, Deer Creek Nolan, Lucille M., Brainerd 
Martinson, Aurora G., Minneapolis Nord, Alice Mary, Minneapolis 
Matson, Hilda Albertine, Finlayson Nordberg, Helen J., Starbuck 
Matyshoke, Elizabeth L., Delano Nordstrom, Hazel R., Atwater 
Matzdorf, Irene, Olivia Norgaard, Gertrude L., Grove City 
Maus, Gertrude Anne, Watkins Norman, Isabel, Hubbard 
Maus, Julia Agnes, Watkins Norquist, Virginia V., Forest Lake 
Maxson, Maude J ., St.Cloud Norris, Altha Almira, Long Prairie 
Meehl, Inez L ., Marshall Norris, Frances E., Annandale 
Meeker, Dorothy J., S. St.Paul Novak, Marjorie M., Minneapolis 
Melby, Mildred P., Willmar Nugent, Dorothy, Sauk Rapids 
Melin, Ellen K., Monticello Nuland, Ellen J., Eagle Bend 
Melin, Judith R., Long Prairie Nyenhuis, Fred J., Pease 
Meling, Leila, Glenwood Nyquist, Ebba C., Alexandria 
Merrick, Reva E., Crosby Nyquist, Ellen V., Brainerd 
Mesenburg, Robert H., St.Cloud O'Connor, Maurice M., St.Cloud 
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O'Connor, Sibyl C., Little Falls Philipp, Pauline M., Shakopee 
Oatman, Theresa Ruth, Clearwater Phillips, Monica M., Minneapolis 
Oberg, Esther V., Pillager Pierce, Lucille M., Big Sandy, Mont. 
Odden, Alma I., Cottonwood Piper, Ruth Helen, Storden 
Ojanpera, Hilma D., Cokato Plompon, Genevieve M., Foley 
Oleson, Ida Marie, Montevideo Plomski, KatherJne T., Little Falls 
Olsen, Astrid M., Brainerd Pogatshnik, Monica C., St.Joseph 
Olson, Alvera A., Benson Prairie, Lillian A., Marshall 
Olson, Anna C., McGrath Prom, Clara H., St.Cloud 
Olson; Annie J., Milan Promersberger, Frances C., Littlefork 
Olson, Clara Amanda, Georgeville Puckett, Pharnell L., Pelican Rapids 
Olson, Della Marie, Pelican Rapids Quade, Thora L., Hutchinson 
Olson, Elener D., New London Quam, Edith Constance, Fergus Falls 
Olson, Elmer E., Wahkon Quamme, Birdie V., Sunbury 
Olson, Esther Helen, Litchfield Quigley, Martha L., Foley 
Olson, Esther M., Detroit Quinn, Alice L., DeGraff 
Olson, Gusta A., Appleton Quitney, Jennie S., Lowry 
Olson, Helen N., Swanville Radischat, Elizabeth H., DeGraff 
Olson, Mabel P., Vining Radtke, Margaret M., Buffalo 
Olson, Margaret A., McGrath Raffaell, Zeila M., Sauk Rapids 
Oswald, Ruth M. , Perham , Randall, Ethel I., Cloquet 
Otteson, Elnora A., Starbuck Rardin, Nellie Irene, Brainerd 
Ousley, Marjorie L., Elk River Rasing, Ruth Marie, Chokio 
Palmer, Inez M., Chisago City Rauch, Bernadine R., Melrose 
Palmer, Paul Rueben, Sauk Centre Reed, Dewey H., Westport 
Palmersheim, Christine M., Sauk Rapids Reichensperger, Helen B., St. Cloud 
Palmersheim, Marie M., Sauk Rapids Reichmuth, Alice J. , Chokio 
Pandolfo, Samuel, St.Cloud Reine, Inez M., Brooten 
Pappenfus, Irene E., Sauk Rapids Revier, Hazel L., Northfield 
Parent, Irene G., Parent Richards, L. Josephine, Sauk Rapids 
Parker, Dorothy J., Pillager Ridgeway, Anna (Mrs.), Dassell 
Parson, Eunice M., Elbow Lake Rinkel, Evelyn Ina, South Haven 
Parsons, Bernice E., Brook Park Ritchie, Florence E., Annandale 
Patch. Edith L., Anoka Roach, Violet, Eagle Bend 
Patterson, Flora H., Minneapolis Robbin, Grace M., Paynesville 
Pattison, Gladys G., Staples Robertson, Ethel M., Rush City 
Patzold, Ena E., Long Prairie Robertson, Gladys L., St.Cloud 
Paulsen, Alfred J., Kimball Robinson, Joyce L. ; Browerville 
Paulson, Ardella P., Belgrade Roche, Bernadette B., Avon 
Paur, Theodore A., Waubun Rodekuhr, Libbie Anna, Deer Creek 
Pearson, Clarence H., Faribault Rosenwald, Martha W., Bellingham 
Pearson, Priscilla D. , Faribault Rourke, Clementine C., Waubun 
Peckham, Blanche A., Elk River Royden, Agnes Louise, Sacred Heart , 
Pederson, Agnes C., Chokio Rude, Florence 0., McGregor 
Pennie, Edna M., Royalton Russell, Ruth Lillian, Sauk Rapids 
Pepin, Rachel E., Elk River Ryan, Grace Charlotte, Staples 
Perlowski, Clara Bertha, Sauk Rapids St.Anthony, Adele M., Clarissa 
Perry, Carl Cameron, Hopkins Sanderson, Cora Harriet, Barronett, Wis. 
Peters, Eunice M., St.Cloud Sanderson, Mary Gladys, Willmar 
Peterson, Alma I., Upsala Sando, Iva Kathleen, Ogilvie 
Peterson, Alma 0., Terrace Santini, Carmela M., Buhl 
Peterson, Anna S., Buffalo Sather, Blanche Minnie, Canby 
Peterson, Edward T., Willmar Satre, Olga B., Madison 
Peterson, Esther L., Pelican Rapids Savage, Sadie Dell, Waite Park 
Peterson, Florence C., Mora Schaust, Marian Rita, Delano 
Peterson, Gertrude C., St.Paul Scherfenberg, Ruth M., St. Cloud 
Peterson, Hyacinth E., ·Henriette Schlagel, Agnes V., DeGraff 
Peterson, Inga D ., Minneapolis Schmelz, Pearl Emma, St.Cloud 
Peterson, Myra J., Lester Prairie Schmidt, Cecilia J ., DeGraff 
Peterson, Philip L., St.Cloud Schmit, Anna Marie, Rockville 
Peterson, Sadie I., Sebeka Schmitz, Vera A., Belgrade 
Peysar, Flossie I., Aitkin Schneider, Hildegarde, Adams 
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Schneider, Louise, Eden Valley Sister M. Ellen Stevens, St.Joseph 
Schneider, Marguerite, St.Cloud Sister M. Elmarie Steichen, St.Joseph 
Schoelkopf, Retta Belle, Freeport Sister M. Emil Schmuck, St.Joseph 
Schoener, Esther M., St.Cloud Sister M. Emily Lahner, St.Joseph 
Schoener, Karleen M., St.Cloud Sister M. Erica Lauermann, St.Joseph 
Scholz, Hildagard G., St.Cloud Sister M. Ernesta Kranz, St.Joseph 
Schommer, Helena 0., Eden Valley Sister M. Euphrania Eich, 'St.Joseph 
Schrader, Irene Louise, Dundas Sister M. Euphrosine Ulrich, St.Joseph 
Schultz, Florabelle M., Alberta Sister M. Eusebia Hoffmann, St.Joseph 
Schultz, Irene Marie, Montrose Sister M. Felicia Malley, St.Joseph 
Schultz, Rachel, St. Peter Sister M. Frederica Hens, St.Joseph 
Schumer, Margaret E., Rice Sister M. Frieda Kraemer, St.Joseph 
Schwartz, Kathryn B., Paynesville Sister M. Gabriel Greeninger, St.Joseph 
Schwartz, Lester Carl, Foreston Sister M. Geneva Goering, St.Joseph · 
Schwede, Lillian Mae, Foley Sister M. Geralda Augustine, St.Joseph 
Schwennsen, Ella Marie, St.Paul Sister M. Gerardine Wilkes, St.Joseph 
Schwinghamer, William L., St.Cloud Sister M. Godfrey Steil, St.Joseph 
Scott, Clarice Marie, Dresden, N. D. Sister M. Immacula Roeder, St.Cloud 
Sederberg, Janet Myrtle, Minneapolis Sister M. Incarnata Girgen, St.Joseph 
Sellen, Honorine Mary, Luverne Sister M. Irene Schramm, St.Joseph 
Sellers, Alpha C., Minneapolis Sister M. Irmaline Ryan, St.Joseph 
Senzek, Anna Martha, Sauk Rapids Sister M. James Welsh, St.Joseph 
Senzek, Augusta Helen, Sauk Rapids Sister M. Juetta Barry, St.Joseph 
Setran, Bertha Sophia, Elbow Lake Sister M. Laurentine Stumpf, St.Joseph 
Setterlund, Elsa Clara, Two Harbors Sister M. Leola- Kennedy, St.Joseph 
Shantz, Minnie Bowers, Minneapolis Sister M. Leona Treacy, Eau Claire, Wis. 
Sherer, Hyla Pauline, Sandstone Sister M. Leonia Eisenschenk, 
Shinnick, Anna Veronica, Clontarf St.Joseph 
Simpson, James William, Elbow Lake Sister M. Leora Walsh, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Adeltrudis Borgerding, Sister M. Levina Schmitt, St.Joseph 
St.Joseph Sister M. Lucia Schwoeffermann, 
Sister M. Alcuin Braun, St.Joseph Eau Claire, Wis. 
Sister M. Alicia Bussen, St.Joseph Sister M. Lucille Sheehan, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Alma Robeck, St.Joseph Sister M. Lucina Trost, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Alreda Drobny, St.Joseph Sister M. Macaria Mandernach 
Sister M. Antoinette Streitz, St.Joseph St.Joseph 
Sister M. Antony Nuernberg, St.Cloud Sister M. Mercia Thyken, St.Jo13eph 
Sister M. Anysia Denery, St.Joseph Sister M. Norine Rader, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Ardis Hartman, St.Joseph Sister M. Olivette Misho, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Attracta Casey, Sister M. Ortrude Nestor, St.Joseph 
Eau Claire, Wis. . Sister M. Paschal Hanson, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Avellina Mrozla, St.Joseph Sister M. Pius Keaveny, Eau Claire, Wis. 
Sister M. Benita Wenker, St.Joseph Sister M. Rosetta Jeub, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Bernard Blume, St.Joseph Sister M. St.John Klein, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Cassilda Misho, St.Joseph Sister M. Sidonia Zeug, St.Joseph . 
Sister M. Celestia Lauermann, St.Joseph Sister M. Superata Geigenberger 
Sister M. Cilinia Issing, Collegville · Collegville 
Sister M. Cleta Kurth, St.Joseph Sister M. Sylvia Stevens, 
Sister M. Consilia ·Nesges, St.Joseph Eau Claire, Wis. 
Sister M. Consuello Keaveny, St.Joseph Sister M. Theonilla Ziegler, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Constance Ketteman, Sister M. Theresia Ademmer, St.Joseph 
St. Joseph Sister M. Thomas Keaveny, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Corda Burfield, St.Joseph Sister M. Valentia Schumacher, 
Sister M. Cordelia Plachta, St.Joseph St.Joseph 
Sister M. Damasia Wilkes, St.Joseph Sister M. Veronica Wewer, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Decora Kaliher, St.Joseph Sister M. Yestina Kunsteiger, Collegeville 
Sister M. Deodata Kaliher, Sister M. Wendaline Kranz, St.Joseph 
Eau Claire, Wis. Sjoberg, Alice Charlotte, Royalton 
Sister M. Dolores Saumer, St.Joseph Skaalen, Gina Alvina, Boyd 
Sister M. Dorine Kapsner, St.Joseph Skarsten, Georgia J., Staples 
Sister M. Edith Luetmer, St.Joseph Skarsten, Selma Carolyn, Staples 
Sister M. Edwin Sieben, St.Joseph Skeate, Constance R., St.Cloud 
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Skogman, Harriet L., Cambridge 
Skoog, Alma Eleanor, Sauk Rapids 
Skoog, Donald Ephriam, Sauk Rapids 
Skoog, Signe Elizabeth, Sauk Rapids 
Skudlarek, Anna Julia. Avon 
Slagel, Margery Lillian, Wheaton 
Slamnik, Gertrude H., Rice 
Slausen, Mildred Iona, Manitou 
Sletten, Helen Esther. Elbow Lake 
Small, Delphine Caroline, Minneapolis 
Smith, Gertrude Myrtle, Aitkin 
Smith, Henrietta, Clearwater 
Smith, Isabel E., Litchfield 
Smith, Ruth Marie, South Haven 
Smith, William Glen, Deer Creek 
Smraker, Louis John, Little Falls 
Snow, Leona A., Taylors Falls · 
Sorenson, Marcus, Brainerd 
Soshnik, Leo Simon, Montrose 
Sowa, Anna Amelia, Baudette 
Soyka, Clara Marion, Holdingford 
Spencer, Carol B., Zimmerman 
Spencer, Marie A., St.Paul 
Stanchfield, Bessie M., Minneapolis 
Stanke, Marjorie M., Marshall 
Stark, Charlotte fyl., Kensington 
Stark, Ellen W., Sauk Rapids 
Stark, Ruth Dagmar, Kensington 
Steege, Viola Margaret, Watertown 
Steenson, Myrtle Blanche, Minneapolis 
Steffenson, Lenora S., Anoka 
Stenger, Helen Marie, Morris 
Stensrud, Myrtle Mae, St.Cloud 
Stevens, Helen Marie, Alexandria 
Stevens, Mary Lucile, Ogilvie 
Stimmler, Irene B., Clear Lake 
Stoll, Dona Louise, Swanville 
Stoll, Florence A., Swanville 
Stoltz, Bernice Emily, Glenwood 
Storeby, Regina J., Montevideo 
Stromert, Clarice M., Willmar 
Struett, Ann Katherine, Perham 
Stumpf, Abby Mary, Tintah 
Sullivan, Rosa J., Foley 
Sundstrom, Alta E., Mora 
Sutherland, Eldora B., Hasty 
Sutherland, Stacia A., Hasty 
Sveiven, Irona, Montrose 
Swansen, Dorothy Marie, Minneapolis 
Swanson, Agnes C., Murdock 
Swanson, Ethyl Mae, Clarissa 
Swanson, Gladys Annette, St.Paul 
Sweet, Helen Gladys, Alexandria 
Swennes, Mildred, Wahkon 
Swenson, Eleanora T., Montevideo 
Swenson, Ethel Theodosia St.Peter 
Swezey, Amy, Clinton 
Teske, Edna H., White Rock, S. D. 
Teutz, Florence B., Princeton 
Thayer, Lela Maude, Hutchinson 
Then, Theresa A., Hastings 
Thom, Martha Matilda, Long Prairie 
Thomas, Edna Marie, Borup 
Thompson, Alexander, Pelican Rapids 
Thompson, Bernice Mae, Minneapolis 
Thompson, Grace A., Clearwater 
Thompson, Inga R., Fergus Falls 
Thompson, Josephine I., Sunberg 
Thompson, Mabel Luella, Brandon 
Thompson, Sarah Agnes, Burtrum 
Thorene, Irene Celia, Stillwater 
Thorson, Clara Lenore, Hawick 
Tindall, Frank M., St.Cloud 
Tinnesand, Gladys R., Belview 
Tjernagel, Della B., Georgeville 
Tkach, Helen Susan, Lakefield 
Toemmes, Teresa Marie, Belgrade 
Tolin, Myrtle Elenore, Dalbo 
Tollefson, Alma K., Starbuck 
Tollen, Gladys Marylin, Minneapolis 
Toms, Helen E., Hibbing 
Torkelson, Jewell, Badger 
Townsend, Caroline Hope, Minneapolis 
Trabant, Ruth Irene, St.Cloud 
Tracy, Delia Winifred, West Concord 
Tracy, Myrtle Anna, West Concord 
Tronson, Geneva E., Staples 
Troske, Ursula Mary, Wabasso 
Tucker, Cicely, Tintah 
Turner, Frances E., Willmar 
Tuttle, Bessie Goodwin, Benson 
Twist, Adelia Sophia, Canby 
Twist, Luella Beatta, St.Cloud 
Tyrrell, Edith Dora, Philbrook 
Tyrrell, May Ella, Williston, N. D. 
Uhlein, Frances L., Minneapolis 
Unger, Bernadette C., Melrose 
Vanselow, Viola Sue, St.Cloud 
Wade, Clementine P., Benson, 
Wadleigh, Sydney M., Brandon 
Walberg, Lillie, St.Cloud 
Walburn, Mabel Ilene, Grey Eagle 
Waletzko, Joseph B., Avon 
Walker, Fern Irene, Brook Park 
Walker, Mildred L., St.Cloud 
Wall, Bessie Carolyn, Willmar 
Wallstedt, Ruth C., Minneapolis 
Walsh, Myrtle Florence, S. St.Paul 
Walters, Juanita T., Annandale 
Watychowicz, Valeria C., Minneapolis 
Weber, Lucy Celia, Karlsruhe, N. D. 
Weihs, Norbert E., St.Cloud 
Weismann, Margaret L., Rockville 
Weivoda, Philip A., Albany 
Weldele, Minnie G., Buffalo 
Welle, Monica Gertrude, Melrose 
Werline, Hattie Mae, Alexandria 
Werline, Katie Olive, Alexandria 
Weseman, Edith Leland, Staples 
West, Mina Bell Virola, Dawson 
Westberg, Vivian Clarice, Fergus Falls 
Westerberg, John Wm. (Mrs.), 
Cambridge 
Wetherby, Ethel Irene, Willmar 
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Weyrens, Clothilda M., St.Cloud Windell, Mabel Gertrude, Minneapolis 
Whalen, Kathleen Dora, Stephen Wolhart, Estelle Anne, Brainerd 
Whalen, Ruth Marie, St. Louis Park Wolter, Olivia Leola, Melrose 
White, Frances Josephine, New London Wood, Lena Margaretha, Staples 
Whitney, Pauline W., St.Cloud Wood, Quentin Everette, Grey Eagle . 
Wickstrom, Evelyn Irene, Anoka Youngberg, Hazel Dorthy, Sauk Rapids 
Wightman, Ruby Evelyn, Hutchinson Younk, Clara, Royalton 
Wik, Ruby May, Watson Younk, Elizabeth M., Royalton 
Wilber, Golda Malina, Litchfield Zastrow, Marie Edna, Hastings 
Williams, Emmet David, Clear Lake Ziebol, Eva Margaret, St.Cloud 
Williams, Esther L., Hutchinson Ziehl, Carl Arnold, Atwater 
Williams, Myra J., Chokio Zierden, Nothburga M., St.Cloud 
Williams, Ruth Elsie, Minneapolis Zimmer, Rose Frances, Stephen 
Wilson, Anna Grennelda, Minneapolis Zorn, Margaret Dorothy, Stillwater 
FOURTH-YEAR CLASS 
Five-Year Course 
Agather, Elizabeth H .. Sauk Rapids 
Anderson, Anastin, Farwell. 
Arneson, Sena, Lime Springs, Ia. 
Calhoun, Pauline M., Randall 
Dalager, Lavilla C., Glenwood 
Ekblad, Ruth Segred, Forest Lake 
Gee, Florence L., Minneapolis 
Hilder, Mollie E., St.Cloud 
Johnson, Esther T., Forest Lake 
Johnson, Ida Louise, Lindstrom 
Kromer, Emma Lillian; Olivia 
Marty, L. Edna, Newport 
Olson, Clara, St.Cloud 
Olson, Helen, St.Cloud 
Peterson, Edna Marie, Parkers Prairie 
Peterson, Emily Eveline, Parkers Prairie 
Riste, Myrtle C., St.Paul 
Russell, Ethel (Mrs.), St.Cloud 
Scofield, George E., Verndale 
Tipton, Lucille, Avon 
Waid, Agnes Irene, Rice 
Wilson, Beryl Alice, Minneapolis 
THIRD-YEAR CLASS 
Five-Year Course 
Brennan, Mary C., Sauk Rapids 
Corrigan, Frances E., Parent 
Corrigan, Genevieve G., Parent 
Donoghue, Lucie A., Marshall 
Donoghue, Nellie A., Marshall 
Dreis, Rose Marie, Minneapolis 
Gilmore, Mary McClure, Minneapolis 
Groth, Walter F., Clinton 
Hall, Lilly VonLevern (Mrs.), St.Cloud 
Hanson, Anna T., Dawson 
Hendrickson, Carl C., Karlstad 
Jacobs, Clara Margaret, Richmond 
Jacobs, Veronica Marie, Richmond 
Kaas, Victor John, Genola 
Karls, Alma A., Albany 
Kutzman, Elizabeth M., Avon 
Latterell, Tillie Edna, Foley 
McCain, Dorothy V., St.Paul 
McCann, Anna Mary, Staples 
Macfarland, Margaret E., Sauk Centre 
Meyer, Caroline A., St.Cloud 
Molitor, Hilda K., Roscoe 
Murn, Frances R., Parent 
Ness, Elsie Amelia (Mrs.), St.Cloud 
Parent, Florence G., Parent 
Pearson, Evelyn A. (Mrs.), Faribault 
Rau, Alvina Mary, Foley 
Roche, Lucile M., Avon 
Ruehle, Alm , St.Cloud 
Schmidt, George P., Elrosa 
Schmidt, Julius, Elrosa 
Schroeder, Barbara R., St.Joseph 
Schroeder, Cecil Anna, St.Cloud 
Smith, Elsie E., St.Cloud 
Streitz, Louise Annette, Richmond 
Urbaniak, Stella Mary, St.Cloud 
VanNurden, Adeline W., Watkins 
Virnig, Rose Catherine, Pierz 
Waite, Anson P., St.Cloud 
Waite, Lucy J., St.Cloud 
Whitman, Irene Marie, Avon 
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SECOND-YEAR CLASS 
Five-Year Class 
Barrett, Irene M., Avon 
Barrett, Veronica F., St.Cloud 
Blanchard, Alice M., Rice 
Bloms, William, St.Cloud 
Crosby, Alice Lottie, Rice 
Crosby, Edith Pearl, Rice 
Day, Edith, Lake Geneva, Wis. 
Donovan, Rose E., Foley 
Dorenkemper, Elizabeth M., Lismore 
Douris, Hannah M., St.Cloud 
Erickson, Inga Carolina, Osakis 
Fahnhorst, Joseph H., Albany 
Fedor, Erma Alice (Mrs.), Holdingford 
Henkel, Valentine, Cold Spring 
Hoffman, Gladys (Mrs.), Rockham, S. D. 
Hofmann, Rose Marie, Avon 
Keppers, Marcella M., Holdingford 
Lahr, Joseph, Paynesville 
Lahr, Susanna M., St.Cloud 
Lineburg, Victoria H., Vining 
Martin, Anna Belle, Grasston 
Olson, Edla Carrie, Randall 
Parmeter, Beth Boles, Bannock 
Sauer, Eleanor F., Collegeville 
Scott, Marien L., Minneapolis 
Sister M. Cleopha Schramm, St. Cloud 
Skiba, Clara Margaret, Foley 
Spoden, John M., Richmond 
Stanger, Kate, St.Cloud 
Teders, Clara C., St.Cloud 
Teders, Mary Anna, St.Cloud 
Whitman, Lucile Elenore, Avon 
Widman, Rose Johanna, Avon 
FIRST-YEAR CLASS 
Five-Year Course 
Anderson, Marie, Bayport 
Archer, James Harold, Murdock 
Barr, Ophia May, St.Cloud 
Benson, Ethel E., Eagle Bend 
Blenkush, Teresa M., Rice 
Boerger, Antonett M., Albany 
Borseth, Edith 0., Verndale 
Barbee, Bernice Alice, Waverly 
Breen, Nellie M., Ghent 
Brixius, Eleanora A., Avon 
Buermann, Veronica B., Richmond 
Burke, Marie A., St.Cloud 
Burns, Margaret 0., Sauk Rapids 
Campbell, Nancy Betty, Ogilvie 
Cutten, Blanche L., Evansville 
Dahlstrom, Emma, Parkers Prairie 
Douglas, Ruth, Princeton 
Drager, Sylvia L., Sauk Centre 
Dumas, Gertrude 0., Heron Lake 
Dybvig, Sylvia T., Bemidji 
Elliott, Elizabeth J., Stillwater 
Formoe, Astrid C., Elbow Lake 
Forsberg, Agnes E., Minneapolis 
Garoutte, Mary Lurena, Heron Lake 
Garoutte, Neola Clara, Heron Lake 
Giese, Lydia Margaret, South Haven 
Gilmer, Ella (Mrs.), Royalton 
Gustafson, Gustaf R., St.Cloud 
Haagenson, Mildred L., Fergus Falls 
Hackert, Mathilda A., Brandon 
Hall, Hugh Stephen, Beaver Bay 
Hance, Catherine B., Maple Lake 
Heid, Barbara M., St.Cloud 
Higgins, Amie Elizabeth, Nebish 
Hilgendorf, Walburga S., Pierz 
Hurley, Martha M., Little Falls 
Imm, Arthur Julius, Brainerd 
Johnson, Ellen Amanda, Alexandria 
Johnson, Syver, Osakis 
Jude, Belle Genevieve, Maple Lake 
Kainz, Helen Isabele (Mrs.), Pierz 
Kaiser, Rose Marilynn, Little Falls 
Keaveny, Margaret Ann, Tintah 
Keefe, Molly Evelyn, Foley 
Keeler, Luethe Selma (Mrs.), Buffalo 
Klammer, Albert C., St.Cloud 
Kosel, Gertrude J., Rice 
Kranz, Sophia, Albany 
Larson, Cora Beatrice, Belgrade 
Leaman, Anna (Mrs.), Chokio 
Lutgen, Michael, Albany 
McIntyre, Anna G., N. St.Paul 
, Mciver, Jane, Lowry 
Malan, Frances, Ada 
Martinson, Lettie M., Twin Valley 
Meagher, Bridget Marie, Avon 
Meagher, Katherine B., Avon 
Meneely, Julia Anna, Eagle Bend 
Moran, Anna, Minneapolis 
Muckala, Frances C., New York Mills 
Mueller, Catherine (Mrs.), Rosemount 
Neish, Sadie Grace, Bennettville 
Nelson, Anna E., Wendell 
O'Connor, Dagny M., St.Cloud 
Olson, DeForrest A., Benson 
Olson, Josie, Clinton 
Parsons, Eva, Pillager 
Quillen, Bessie M., Ramey 
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Regan, Ailene Margaret, Mora 
Rogge, Gertrude E., Burtrum 
Schwinn, Richard, St.Michael 
Selisker, Anna K., Rice 
· Shervey, Johanna, Watson 
Shoen, Mabel E., McGrath 
Sister M. Adeline Terhaar, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Arnoldine Heembrock, 
St.Joseph 
Sister M. Bernadette Hansen, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Borgia Knelleken, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Celina ·Meinz, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Elvira Jeub, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Euna Boyle, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Gratie Kurpiers, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Laura Hesch, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Madeline Landwehr, 
St. Joseph 
Sister M. Romona Heller, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Rosella Wiemann, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Seraphine Koerner, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Vita Wilkes, St.Joseph 
Sister M. Willibalda Wilkes, St.Joseph 
Skew, Fern Gibbs, Brainerd 
Speier, Josephine Agnes, St.Cloud 
Standahl, Louise, Syre 
Stondahl, Myrtle Violet, Syre 
Summer, Mae Estelle, Chokio 
Vogelpohl, Marion Elsie, Richville 
Walz, John, Watkins 
Wick, C. Marie, Pelican Rapids 
Ziebarth, Lydia K., Anoka 
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1923-1924 
Minnesota Counties Represented 
Women Men Women Men 
Aitkin ............... --- ---- - 23 1 Polk. .. 12 1 
Anoka ........ ---- ---·------- --- - -- ·- -- 14 1 Pope ........ ...... 31 8 
Becker... __ 3 Ramsey._. 35 3 
Beltrami .... .. ... -- --- -------- ·-- 5 Redwood .... 6 
Benton .. 89 9 Renville_. 7 2 
Big Stone ... 11 2 Rice .... -- -- --------- •- --- -- -- --- 8 2 
Blue Earth .. .... 2 Rock .. . -- -- ------------- 2 
Brown .... ... --- --- - --- ----- -- 2 Roseau ... ... -- 2 1 
Carlton. 5 2 St. Louis .... 17 4 
Carver .. 11 1 Scott .. .. ... ... 6 
Cass .. ..... . 18 Sherburne .. ---------- --- --- 48 16 
Chippewa 13 Sibley .. .. 6 
Chisago .. ........ 17 1 Stearns ... 354 58 
Clearwater .... 2 Stevens .... 24 
Cottonwood. --- -- ---- -- 6 Swift 27 5 
Crow Wing 36 5 Todd .. ............. 57 6 
Dakota .... .... . 14 Traverse .. ........ 9 
Dodge 3 Wabasha . 6 
Douglas ....... --------------- 41 13 Wadena ... ......... . 24 6 
Faribault... . 3 Washington .. 21 
Fillmore. --- -- ------ 2 Wilken ... .. 1 
Goodhue. 2 Wright ... ..... ...... ··------------- ---- 73 5 
Grant .... 18 2 Yell ow Medicine_ . 17 
Hennepin .... ·-· ··-······152 8 
Hubbard. ----------------- 3 1659 207 
Isanti... .. 8 1 
Itasca ..... .... 1 OTHER STATES 
Jackson .. --- - - --- ---------- 6 California ..... . 1 Kanabec ... 17 2 Illinois .. ..... 2 Kandiyohi... -- --- ---------- -· 52 7 Indiana 1 Kittson .. ... 1 1 Iowa ........ .... .... 4 Koochiching .. 4 ------------------- -- --
Lac qui Parle 19 3 Michigan ........ 5 Missouri... .. 2 Lake ....... 8 1 Montana ............. ............. 2 1 LeSueur ...... 3 Nebraska .. 1 Lyon ...... --- - ---- --- ---- -------- 8 New York. ... ... .. 1 McLeod ... -- -- 30 2 North Dakota ...... 12 1 Mahnomen 6 3 Oregon ......... ... ... . 1 Marshall.. 7 2 
Martin. 5 South Dakota ... .... ...... ...... 5 3 -- --- -------------··------ Washington .. 1 Meeker ..... ..... . .. 24 1 Wisconsin .. 16 Mille Lacs .. . 22 9 
Morrison ... 57 4 54 5 Mower ....... --- ------- ------ 2 
Nicollet .. 1 OTHER COUNTRIES 
Nobles ........ ------ ----- ---- 5 
Norman ... -· 6 Canada ......... --------------- - 1 
Olmsted ...... --- --- ---- ------- 1 
Ottertail... .... ...... ... - - - - -- 47 5 1 
Pennington 4 
Pine ........ . 23 4 1714 212 
Pipestone. -------- -------- · ·• 4 Grand Total 1926 
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Summary of Enrollment 
(Including the Summer Session of 1923) 
College Department 
Two-year Course-
Senior Class ... 
Junior Class 
Five-year Course-
Senior Class .. . . 
Junior Class ...... . 
Third Year Class . 
Second Year Class ..... . 
First Year Class ... 
Special Students . .... . . 
Home Economics .. 
Industrial Arts 
Music .... . 
Counted Twice 
Total number of men enrolled .. 
Total number of women enrolled 
Diplomas awarded. 
. .. 611 















Eighth Grade .... . . 
Seventh Grade 
Sixth Grade ... . 
Fifth Grade .. 
Fourth Grade 
Third Grade .. .. . 
Second Grade ...... . 
First Grade .. 
Kindergarten ........... . 
37 grades in city. school!!, about 













.... .. .. 69 
1926 
287 
. . 1050 
1337 
LAWRENCE HALL 
SHOEMAKER HALL 
